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Recent emphasis on linkages between essential fish habitat and fish stock productivity

has raised concerns about the management of fishing activities such as trawling, which

have the potential to impact fish habitat. Knowing specifically where and how

intensively trawl effort has occurred over time provides ecologists with the necessary

background for habitat impact and recovery studies, and provides fishery managers with

an assessment of how habitat conservation objectives are being met. The objectives of

this study were to (1) examine the extent to which the 2000 Pacific Fishery Management

Council footrope restriction has shifted and reduced trawl fishing effort on Oregon

fishing grounds, (2) to relate these changes in distribution to the benthic habitat type over

which they occur, and (3) to develop methods for enhancing fine-scale spatial review of

targeted fishing effort.

Density analysis of available trawl start locations provided a spatial and temporal

understanding of how fishing efforts increased and decreased in relation to habitat

distribution and fishery management actions between 1995 and 2002. Trawl effort

patterns exhibit significant inter-annual variability and patchy distribution. Areas of

increased fishing effort were still evident between years, despite an overall decline in

trawl tows across the time scale of this study. Tow end point locations for the years
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1998-2001 were retrieved from manual logbooks for five reference sites located in the

proximity of rock habitat features. Trawl towlines were mapped from start to end point

and demonstrated a marked enhancement of fine-scale fishing effort resolution, with

increased ability to identify effort shifts over benthic habitat. Distinct spatial shifts in

fishing intensity (measured as km towed) away from rock habitat were evident at all

reference sites, with an average reduction of 86%. Some slight shifts into surrounding

unconsolidated sediments also occurred, indicating effort displacement as well as

reduction. Fishing intensity was calculated from commercial trawl and research trawl

survey towlines to achieve the most accurate assessment of fishing impacts and potential

habitat recovery areas. Research trawling intensity was less than 1% of commercial trawl

effort originating from the same sites. A brief comparison of Oregon vessel towlines and

California vessel towlines demonstrated similar targeted fishingpatterns by both fleets,

except at one site.

Results indicate that the footrope restriction, in conjunction with associated landing

limits, was effective in protecting rocky habitats from trawl fishing impacts. Reference

areas were identified where essential fish habitat (EFH) recovery is likely occurring off

the coast of Oregon. Substantial regulatory changes continue in this fishery, with trip

limits and gear restrictions continuously adjusted. Continued monitoring and review of

spatial trawl data would assist in fishery management decision-making and assess

conservation objectives for depleted groundfish and associated habitats. Future research

should incorporate analysis of catch data and expand the review of trawl towlines for the

entire US West coast groundfish fishery. The trawl towline spatial analysis developed in

this work is a credible method for reviewing fishing effort at the scale of the fishery and

in relation to detailed habitat data. The research presented here provides an example of

how an interdisciplinary approach and critical assessment of data can work to resolve

marine management challenges.
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Evaluation of a US West Coast Groundfish Habitat Conservation
Regulation via Analysis of Spatial and Temporal Patterns of

Trawl Fishing Effort.

BACKGROUND

Groundfish Trawl Fishery

The Pacific coast groundfish fishery is a multi-species fishery. Groundfish are

primarily demersal fishes found on or just above the seabed. They include rockfish of

the genera Sebastes and Sebastolobus, flatfish of the order Pleuronectiformes, and a

generalized roundfish category including sablefish (Anoplopomafimbria) and lingcod

(Ophiodon elongatus). Many groundfish are harvested using midwater and bottom

trawl nets, though other gear types are used as well. Bottom trawl gear is used to target

particular species which reside at or are closely associated with the seafloor. This

fishing strategy tows a large funnel shaped net through the water behind the boat and

vessels using this gear are often referred to as "draggers." In 1997, most trawl vessels

in the fishery were between 50 to 75 feet in length (Radtke and Davis 2000). Most

trawl vessels on the west coast set and retrieve their net off the sloped stern ramp at the

back of the vessel, hence the name stern trawlers. The net is attached to the vessel by 2

warps of cable, which can be lengthened or shortened to determine the depth of the tow.

Trawl doors, used on each side in front of the net itself, are pushed down and apart by

hydrodynamic forces and spread the net open horizontally. The spreading ability of

trawl doors is reduced when fishing over hard ground compared to fishing over sand

(Main and Sangster 1979). The headrope runs along the upper leading edge of the net

and is generally buoyed to some degree by attached floats. The footrope runs along the

lower leading edge of the net, is weighted, and is configured with gear for protecting

and assisting the net in passing over the seafloor. A bottom trawl may have the trawl

doors, the footrope, or both the doors and footrope in contact with the seafloor at any
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time. Mud clouds from sediment re-suspension caused by gear contact are actually

thought to herd fish into the path of the trawl net and retain them. Bottom trawis for

west coast groundfish shelf fisheries can have total headrope lengths of 85-95 feet (26-

29 m) and footrope lengths of 125-130 feet (38-40 m) including the center and wings.

Deeper water groundfish fisheries and larger vessels may have footropes with footrope

lengths of 180-280 feet (55-85 m) including the center and wings (PSMFC 2004).

Trawl nets taper to a narrow codend at the rear of the net where fish are retained.

Riblines are heavy strength line that can run along the sides, top, or underbelly of the

net from the forward opening, termed the mouth, to the codend at the rear. The net

itself may have attached chafing gear, consisting of fibers or material attached to the

codend of the net for protection from abrasion. Net mesh size is regulated and is

generally largest toward the opening of the trawl and decreases in size toward the

codend. Mesh size is measured as the opening between opposing knots regardless of

twine size. Only single-walled codends are allowed in the groundfish fishery.

Bottom trawls are often referred to as roller or bobbin trawis if their footropes are

equipped with large round "cookie" shaped discs or bobbins made of wood, steel,

rubber, plastic or other hard materials that maintain footrope contact with the seabed

and protect the net. The fishing industry often uses the terms rollers, cookies, and discs

interchangeably. Rubber discs are punched out of automotive tires of various sizes.

Gear made up exclusively of rubber discs offers the advantage of being lighter than

bobbin gear. The weight of fishing gear is less in the water than in air. The weight of

footrope gear made of rubber components can be decreased by 87% when placed in

water (Rose et al. 2002a, unpublished manuscript).

Footrope gear can be designed to assist the net in traveling over rough terrain by rolling

or rising over obstacles. Footrope discs range in size from 7-24 inches in diameter, but

roller discs or roller bobbins are usually 12-18 inches. Sometimes footrope gear is

designed to not roll, such as in the case of some rockhopper gear that is designed to lift
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the net over obstacles. One rockhopper gear configuration uses 10-14 inch diameter

discs with a line running through the tops of these discs to hold them stationary (Amos

1982). Other rockhopper configurations do not have this connecting line and the

footrope has greater movement capability (S. Skamser, Foulweather Trawl, personal

communication). Roller gear and large footropes have enabled trawling over a greater

proportion of the seafloor because they are less likely to be fouled or damaged over

rough ground. Such technological gear advances have allowed fishermen to exploit fish

in habitats that would otherwise be inaccessible.

The trawl fishery description presented here provides a general overview of fishing gear

and how it may be used. Fishing gear design and use often change in response to

targeting of new species, targeted fishing in various habitat types, improved vessel

power or design, and efforts to reduce bycatch of non-targeted species. Fishing

regulations can also dictate which type of gear can be used. For example, gear

regulations often dictate the size of mesh, how much chafing gear is allowed and where,

maximum sizes of footrope configurations, etc. Fishermen may also vary the way gear

is configured and how it is handled in the act of fishing. Their intentions and

innovations can greatly adapt or adjust to changing fishing scenarios, such as tow speed

and scope ratios. Thus, the fishery itself experiences many changes in gear design and

use, some of which may vary on the basis of individual vessels.

Groundfish Trawl Fishery Management

The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson-

Stevens Act; Public Law 94-265) structures much of fisherymanagement as it exists

today. The Magnuson Act was originally passed in 1976 and was reauthorized in 1996

by the Sustainable Fisheries Act (Public Law 104-297) to become the Magnuson-

Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act. The Magnuson-Stevens Act

authorizes the United States federal government to regulate fisheries within federal

waters. These waters are designated as the federal Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and



extend from the US-Canadian border to the US-Mexico border from 3 to 200 miles

offshore (42 FR 12938). The area from 0 to 3 miles offshore is under state management

authority. The Magnuson-Stevens Act also establishes regional fishery management

councils overseen by the Secretary of Commerce to manage and conserve fish stocks.

The Pacific Fishery Management Council (PFMC) oversees the region of Washington,

Idaho, Oregon, and California. All regulatory actions must ultimately have the approval

of the Secretary of Commerce. Under the Department of Commerce, the National

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) oversees stewardship of the nation's living marine

resources.

The Magnuson-Stevens Act also instructed the federal government to "provide for the

preparation and implementation.. .of fishery management plans (FMP) which will

achieve and maintain, on a continuing basis, the optimum yield from each fishery"

(Section 2). Optimum yield was defined as the amount of fish that will provide the

greatest overall benefit to the Nation, particularly with respect to food production and

recreational opportunities but also taking into account the protection of marine

ecosystems. The Magnuson-Stevens Act provides a set of 10 national standards for

fishery conservation and management by which FMP development must abide (Section

301).

The first FMP for the groundfish fishery was developed by the Pacific Fishery

Management Council in 1982 (PFMC 1982). Prior to this plan, groundfish fisheries

were managed under the jurisdiction of the states of Washington, Oregon and

California. The EMP covers more than 80 species of rockfishes, flatfishes, roundfishes,

and other fish stocks. Stock assessment and fishery evaluation (SAFE) reports (e.g.

PFMC 2003) describe the health of a fish stock and recommend actions that would

maintain (or restore) that stock. However, only 20 of the more than 80 species are

assessed on a regular basis. These reports provide information that is then used by

PFMC to determine harvest levels.
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Groundfish stocks are managed using a quota system that requires scientific

determination of an Acceptable Biological Catch (ABC). An ABC is established by the

PFMC each year (Appendix A). It provides a biological estimate of the amount of fish

that can be harvested without adversely affecting the resource. These are divided across

spatial management areas from north to south (Figure 1 and Table 1). Other locations

used to describe or define management regulations are also listed. Based on the ABC,

PFMC sets a harvest objective for each species or assemblage, known as a harvest

guideline or annual quota. The optimum yield (OY) is the harvest level for a species

that achieves the greatest overall benefits, including economic, social and biological

considerations. This quota or OY is then allocated among the limited entry (LE) and

open access (OA) sectors of the fishery. Both of these fisheries are then subject to in-

season actions which aim to ensure that the annual guideline is not exceeded and that

the fishery can operate year-round.

The LE harvest strategy for an annual quota is organized into cumulative catch limits,

normally in two month increments. A trip limit is defined as the total allowable amount

of groundfish species or species complex by weight, or by percentage of weight of fish

on board the vessel, that may be taken and retained, possessed, or landed from a single

fishing trip (50 CFR Part 660, Subpart G). A cumulative limit differs only in that it

covers a specified period of time rather than a single fishing trip. Fisherman can make

as many landings of fish as needed, as long as they do not exceed the weight of a

cumulative limit during the designated period. The cumulative limit for each period is

decided upon after reviewing monthly or bimonthly catch rates from the previous three

years and dividing the annual quota up into cumulative limit periods using similar catch

rates. Cumulative limits are adjusted as needed by monitoring landings over the course

of a year and adopting in-season actions (Appendix B) to either speed up or slow down

the rate of landings.

Vessel landings limits have declined over the years in response to declines in OY.

There has also been variation in the duration of LE cumulative catch limit periods



Table 1. Summary of spatial coordinates commonly used as regulatory boundaries in
groundfish management. These include groundfish management areas and additional
latitudes or landmarks commonly used as regulatory boundaries (compiled from: 50
CFR Part 660, Subpart G).

Vancouver
NE Part of a line connecting the light on Tatoosh Island, WAwth the light on Bonilla Point on

Vancouver Island, Btitish Columbia (at 48° 35' 75" N latitude, 124° 4300W longitude)
south of the International Boundaly between the U.S arid Canada (at 48°2g 37.19" N
latitude, 124° 43' 33.19" W longitude), and north of the point where that line intersects with
the boundary of the U.S tenitedal sea

North and NW Boundary A line connecting the following coordinates in the order listed, which is the pro\isional
International Boundary of the EEZ as shown on NOM'NOA Charts #18480 and #18007:... at .......

1 48°29' 37.19" 124°43' 33.19"
2 48°30'll" 124°4713"
3 48°3C722' 124°521"
4 48°30'14" 124°54'52"
5 48°2g57' 124°5g14"
6 48°29'44" 125°0C'06'
7 48°2g09" 125°05'47'
8 48°27'lO" 125°0Z25"
9 48°247' 125°0g12'

10 48°2fY16° 125°2248"
11 48°1g22" 125°29'58"
12 48°11'OS" 125°53'48"
13 47°49'15" 126°40'57'
14 47°347" 127°11'58"
15 47°22'OcY' 127°41'23"
16 46°42 05" 128°51' 5'
17 46°31'47" 129°0739"

South Boundary 47° 30" 00" N latitude
Coluntia North Boundary 47° 30" 00" N latitude

South Bourdaly 43° 00" 00" N latitude
Eureka North Boundary 43° 00" 00" N latitude

South Boundary 40° 30" 00" N latitude
Monterey North Boundary 40°30" 00" N latitude

South Boundary 36° 00" CON latitude
Conception North Boundary 36° 00" 00" N latitude

A line connecting the following coordinates in the order listed, which is the U.S. Mexico
South Boundary International Boundaxy

cnt ..... çyde
1 32°35'22' 117°2749°
2 32°37'37" 117°4g31"
3 31°0758" 118°36'18"
4 3O°3231" 121°51'58

All areas
East Boundary A line cotemlinous with the seaward boundaries of the states of Washington, Qegon, and

California (the 3 mile limit).

west Boundary A line drawn in such a manner that each point on it is 200 nautical miles from the baseline
from which the tenitorial sea is measured, or is a provisional or permanent International
Boundary between the U.S and Canada or Mexico.

Locations Cape Falcon, OR 45°46' 00" N latitude
Cape Lookout, OR 45° 20' 15" N latitude
Cape Blanco, OR 42°5O' CON latitude
Cape Mendocino, CA 40°3O' CON latitude
NortlilSouth Management Une 40010 00" N latitude
PointA-ena,A 38°5730"Nlatitude
PointReyes,CA 38°0O'OO"Nlatitude
Point Conception, CA 34° 27' CC" N latitude
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Figure 1. Spatial features of U.S. West coast groundfish fishery management. These
include the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone offshore to 200 nm, JNPFC reporting areas
recorded on fish ticket landing receipts, 10 x 10 nm catch reporting blocks recorded in
trawl logbooks, the 40° 10' management line that separates North and South regions,
groundfish management areas, and landmarks commonly used in regulations.



(Appendix B). The length of a cumulative period was one month in 1994-1995, then

two months in 1996-1998. Tn 1999, PFMC adopted a new structure of cumulative limits

for the limited entry trawl fishery. Lower OYs for certain species had raised concerns

that the previous two-month cumulative limits would result in unacceptable discard

amounts. The year was then divided into seven periods: one 3 month period, three 2
month periods, and three 1 month periods. However, two-month cumulative limits

were again used in 2000 when management strategies shifted.

Fishery management tends to focus on individual species in part because we do not

have the ecological knowledge to model and manage species as an ecosystem complex

of many species. As a result, if one species becomes overfished and severely depleted,

fishery management is imbalanced. Lowered catch limits set for the severely depleted

stock then dominate responses of the entire fishery. If the lower catch limits are

exceeded, the entire fishery is closed even if the catch limits for healthier stocks of

groundfish are still available for harvest.

Harvest levels are often increasingly stringent as biological information for groundfish

becomes available. A fixed fishing mortality rate is often used to denote the exploitation

rate that provides the maximum sustainable yield to the fishery. For example, the FMSY

for Sebastes rocklish changed from F35%, based on theoretical work by Clark (1991), to

F40% in 1998 when additional analyses had been conducted (lanelli and Heifetz 1995,

Mace 1994, Clark 1993). Basically, this fishing mortality rate is that which reduces the

spawning potential per recruit to 40% of the unfished abundance. Ralston (1998)

clarified concerns over declines in Sebastes stocks to very low levels and later concerns

over the appropriateness of harvest rates (Ralston 2002). In 2000, more conservative

harvest rates were adopted for Pacific whiting (Merlucciusproductus) at F40%, Sebastes

species at F50%, flatfish at F40%, and other groundfish at F45%

Fishery management for Sebastes species has changed over time. Rockfish stock

assessments are usually conducted only once every three years because rockfishes grow



very slowly and thus it is believed that stock biomass does not change very quickly

(Gunderson 1997). Rockfish have extremely variable recruitment, which is challenging

to compensate for given the lack of long-term data time series for many of these species

(lanelli and Heifetz 1995). In 1982, the PFMC first imposed individual trip limits for

Pacific ocean perch (Sebastes alutus) and widow rockfish (Sebastes entomelas), with a

separate Sebastes complex for all other stocks. This Sebastes complex was first

separated into North (north of 400 10' latitude) and South (south of 40° 10' latitude)

components in 1984. Trip limits for individual Sebastes species began in 1985 and

have continued to be established for additional species ever since. This trend has

continued with further separation into north and south components for individual

species trip limits. Finally, the PFI\'IC completely eliminated the species complex level

for DTS in 1998 and for Sebastes in 2000. In 2000, the PFMC also began separating

landing limits for minor rockfish species into depth-related categories of nearshore,

shelf, and offshore.

Trends in the groundfish fishery from the mid-1980's until the present day exhibit a

decrease in landings of higher-priced groundfish and an increase in low-valued Pacific

whiting, especially after 1991 (Table 2). The duality of these trends may have initially

obscured Sebastes declines. Between 1983 and 1999 aggregate commercial groundfish

landings increased by 12%, but ex-vessel revenues decreased 47%. If we examine

trends in non-whiting landings during the same time period, landings actually decreased

by 65% and non-whiting revenues exhibited a 54% decrease. Further breakdown of

these landings for only Sebastes shows a decrease in landings of 78% and a decrease in

revenues of 69% (PFMC 2000a).

Dramatic declines in groundfish stocks, particularly rockfish and flatfish, were evident

from 1982 to 2000. By 2000, eight species of groundfish were declared overfished.

The term overfished is legally defined as "a rate or level of fishing mortality that

jeopardizes the capacity of a fishery to produce the maximum sustainable yield on a

continuing basis" (Magnuson-Stevens Act, Section 3). These overfished species were



Table 2. Summary of temporal trends in groundfish landings and ex-vessel revenues from 1983-1999 (compiled from PFMC
2000a).

Date Topic/Event Trend
1983-1999 Aggregate commercial landings ncrease 12%
1983-1999 Ex-vessel revenues Decrease 47%
1983-1999 Non-whiting landings Decrease by 65%
1983-1999 Non-whiting revenues Decrease by 54%
1983-1999 ebastes landings Decrease by 78%
1983-1999 ebastes revenues Decrease by 69%
1983-1999 F attish landings Decrease by 41%
1983-1999 F atfish revenues Decrease by 73%
1995-1 999 Whiting revenues Peaked in 1995 then steady decrease
1983-1999 Thornyhead revenues ncreased to peak in 1995 then decreased
1983-1999 Sablefish landings Decrease by 57%
1983-1994 Sablefish revenues Variable
1995-1997 Sablefish revenues Significant Increase
1998-1999 Sablefish revenues Decreasing



Table 2. Continued.

Date Topic/Event Trend
1 980s-1 990s California dominating non-whiting landings and revenues

1999 Oregon dominant in non-whiting landings and revenues
1992-1999 Oregon shoreside whiting landings 80-90% of total
1991-1999 Oregon - shoreside whiting landings and revenues Increased
991-1999 Washington shoreside whiting landing and revenues Increased
983-1995 California whiting landings and revenues Higher than Washington during this time period

1996-1999 ashington whiting landings and revenues Higher than California
1983-1999 ashington total groundfish landings Decreased 24%
1983-1999 ashington total groundfish revenues Decreased 52%
1983-1999 ashington total non-whiting groundfish landings Decrease 64%
1983-1999 ashington total non-whiting groundfish revenues Decreased 55%
1983-1999 Washington Sebastes landings Decrease 86%
1983-1999 Washington Sebastes revenues Decrease 82%
1983-1999 ashington Sablefish landings Decrease 50%
1992-1999 ashington Whiting landings Increase 2,200 to 9,100 mt

1999 Washington Contribution to landings Whiting 52%, Flatfish 24%, Sebastes 10%, Sablefish 10%
1999 ashington Contribution to revenue Sablefish 52%, Flatfish 19%, Sebastes 16%, Whiting 8%

1983-1999 Oregon - total groundfish landings ncreased 35,200 to 92,000 mt
1983-1999 Oregon total groundfish revenues Decreased 22%
1983-1999 Oregon - total non-whiting groundfish landings Decrease 46%
1983-1999 Oregon total non-whiting groundfish revenues Decreased 39%
1983-1999 Oregon Sebastes landings Decrease 60%
1983-1999 Oregon Sebastes revenues Decrease 46%
1992-1999 Oregon Whiting landings ncrease 36,000 to 73,000 mt

1999 Oregon Contribution to landings Whiting 74%, Flatfish 9%, Sebastes 9%
1999 Oregon - Contribution to revenue Sablefish 28%, Whiting 22%, Sebastes 21%, Flattish 21%, Thornyheads 7%

1983-1999 California total groundfish landings Decreased 76%
1983-1999 California - total groundfish revenues Decreased 65%
1983-1999 California total non-whiting groundfish landings Decreased 78%
1983-1999 California - total non-whiting groundfish revenues Decreased 65%
1983-1999 California Sebastes landings Decrease 87%
1983-1999 California Sebastes revenues Decrease 77%
1983-1999 California - Flatfish landings Decrease 59%
1983-1999 California Flatfish revenues Decrease 77%

1999 California - Contribution to landings Flatfish 40%, Sebastes 20%, Sablefish 14%, Thornyheads 11%, Whiting 7%
1999 California - Contribution to revenue Flatfish 26%, Sebastes 24%, Sablefish 23%, Thornyheads 17%
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lingcod (Ophiodon elongatus), canary rockfish (Sebastes pinniger) , Pacific Ocean

Perch (S. alutus), silvergray rockfish (S. brevispinis), bocaccio (S. paucispinis), cowcod

(S. levis), bank rockfish (S. rufus), and darkblotched rockfish (S. crameri). These

species are now managed under specific rebuilding criteria. In January 2000, then U.S.

Commerce Secretary William M. Daley declared the West coast groundfish fishery a

"disaster" under Section 312(a) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act. Disaster relief funds

were appropriated for distribution to the fishing industry in 2001. These events are

commonly referred to as the West coast groundfish crisis.

Amendments to the original FMP have drastically altered groundfish management over

time. In 1994, Amendment 6 implemented the limited entry program for fixed gear,

trawl, and catcher-processor sectors of the fishery. Amendment 11 was adopted in 1998

to address new provisions of the 1996 Sustainable Fisheries Act (SFA) (Public Law

104-267), which amended the Magnuson-Stevens Act. These provisions included

additional descriptions and information pertaining to the various groundfish fisheries

and for minimizing bycatch. Bycatch refers to the fish caught that are thrown back

overboard for either economic or regulatory reasons. The SFA required that specific

thresholds be defined for overfished stocks and that rebuilding plans be prepared for

these stocks. Amendment 11 to the FMP also imposed a separate default value for

fishing mortality rate for both Sebastes rockfish (F40%) and other groundfish species

(F35%). In 1999, the PFMC reduced OY's to 75% of the ABC for "lightly" assessed

stocks and to 50% of the ABC for unassessed stocks. This resulted in conservative

management of those groundfish that had not been formally assessed with rigorous
models.

Amendment 6 was intended to address overcapitalization of the fishing fleet by limiting

the number of permits for vessels which could participate in the fishery.

Overcapitalization is measured by the difference between potential harvest capacity and

available harvest. Low eligibility requirements resulted in many vessels being
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permitted, such that harvest capacity was still in excess of that needed to harvest at OY,

and included both utilized and unutilized (latent) capacity. The permits are transferable

with some restriction on the size of vessel to which they can be transferred. To offset

the persisting overcapitalization problem, the PFMC then reduced cumulative vessel

landing limits.

Amendment 11 included new provisions of the 1996 Sustainable Fisheries Act. An

important provision was made to describe and identify essential fish habitat (EFH). The

term EFH is defined as those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning,

breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity. These provisions also included a mandate to

"minimize to the extent practicable adverse effects on such habitat caused by fishing"

while "identifying other actions to encourage the conservation and enhancement of such

habitat" (Magnuson-Stevens Act, Section 303). Management councils generally adopt

measures such as gear restrictions, harvest limits, or time/area closures to minimize

adverse effects of fishing on EFH. Life history and habitat information for each of the

FMP groundfish species is detailed in an updated draft appendix for the Essential Fish

Habitat of West Coast Groundfish (McCain 2003). Knowledge of FMP groundfish

species varies greatly in scope and new information is added to this appendix document

as it becomes available without requiring FMP amendement. Due to the wide

geographical distribution of many species and their use of various habitats during each

life history stage, the designation of collective EFH for groundfish could cover the

entire EEZ.

The breadth of EFH definition for each of the managed groundfish species makes it

impractical to include within the FMP. As a result, Amendment 11 to the groundfish

FMP split EFH descriptions into seven units, termed composite EFH, that delineate

major habitat types related to ecological relationships between groundfish species and

their habitat. The seven composite EFH identifications are estuarine, rocky shelf, non-

rocky shelf, canyon, continental slope/basin, neritic zone, and oceanic zone. The rocky

shelf composite EFH is important habitat for many depleted rockfish species. Rocky
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shelf is defined as "those waters, substrates, and associated biological communities

living on or within ten meters (5.5 fathoms) overlying rocky areas, including reefs,

pinnacles, boulders and cobble, along the continental shelf. . .from the high tide line to

the shelf break" (PFMC 1998). Protection of this habitat is thought to be a possible tool

for stock restoration.

Spatial fishery management measures exist in several forms. Geographically, the

delineation of the US EEZ and the INPFC management areas are one form. Marine

reserves or marine protected areas are another form of spatial management which often

close specific areas to fishing. Groundfish fishery management has traditionally used

time-area closures toward the end of the calendar year to avoid exceeding annual

harvest guidelines. Trip limits for fish generally found in the nearshore, shelf or slope

regions can be adjusted to shift fishing effort by creating incentives to fish for larger

allowable harvests in one of these areas versus another. Recently, a new form of spatial

management in this fishery has developed. It involves the use of large scale depth-

related closures for both commercial and recreational fishing. The aim of these closures

is to prevent directed and incidental catch of depleted or overfished groundfish species

in areas where they are most abundant. Subsequently, these closures also protect the

habitat where these species are commonly found. These closure areas shift over the

course of a year to adjust for various fisheries, such as winter petrale, and in response to

harvest levels. There are also numerous corrections to the coordinates used to create

depth-related boundaries of the closures.

Groundfish Fishery Data Collection

Numerous sampling efforts collect groundfish-related data for specific management

purposes. Fishery-independent surveys, trawl logbooks, landing receipts, and an

observer program comprise the major components of data collection for the U.S. West

coast groundfish fishery. Each of type of data collection has various strengths and

weaknesses, especially related to its use in spatial analyses. Important data
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considerations for conducting spatial analyses include the spatial resolution of fishing

location reporting, temporal and spatial coverage of data collection, and sampling

methodology.

Information to support stock assessments is collected by fishery-independent surveys.

Standardized triennial bottom trawl surveys to assess the abundance of groundfish

resources along the west coast have been conducted by the NMFS since 1977. These

trawl surveys cover the continental shelf off Washington, Oregon, and California and

are conducted during summer months. Trawl surveys over the continental slope are

conducted more frequently, on an approximately annual basis. In response to the West

coast groundfish crisis, NMFS has recently combined both surveys into one survey and

moved it to an annual basis. In theory, trawl surveys are based on the merit of unbiased

and random sampling. NOAA research vessels or chartered fishing vessels use trawl

gear to sample stratified random stations along east-west tracklines for approximately

30 minutes and collect detailed information on the entire catch. However, survey data

are limited by season, small sample numbers (tows), and depth range.

Fishery-dependent information is collected from commercial fishermen. Logbook

record-keeping for the limited entry trawl fishery is a state-mandated requirement in

Washington, Oregon and California. The three states have created a combined common

logbook with the assistance of the PFMC and NIMFS. A logbook contains information

on each individual trawl tow conducted during a single fishing trip at sea and the vessel

captain is required to complete a logbook for each trip. The spatial resolution of

reporting the location where fish were caught is generally limited to 10 x 10 nautical

mile (nm) blocks prior to 1997 (Figure 1). Since 1997, the actual location of a tow start

(set) and tow end (haul) are recorded inpaper logbooks, but only the tow start location

is transcribed into electronic databases (Oregon and Washington only). The precision

of reported fishing locations has improved over time as navigational systems provide

more accurate positioning and fishing vessels shift from using shore-based systems,

such as Loran A and Loran C, to the global positioning system (GPS). Upon
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submission, logbook information is first checked for standard errors and entered into

state agency databases (Sampson and Crone 1997). The electronic data are then sent to

a regional database clearinghouse, the Pacific Fisheries Information Network (PacFIN),

maintained by the Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission (PSMFC). PacFin is an

excellent example of a state-federal collaborative data management effort. Logbook

data are held as confidential, considering financial privacy concerns. Trawl logbooks

have the merit of year-round sampling, large numbers of samples (tows), and extensive

geographic and depth coverage (up to > 400 fathoms). However, some applications of

logbook data are limited because of the non-random sampling methods used in

collection and data errors both on entry and in transcription.

Comparisons of these two major data collection programs highlight their individual

strengths and possible complementary overlaps. Shirley and Coon (1997) described

geographic patterns between commercial trawlers and NMFS triennial surveys to

demonstrate that changes in trawl intensity and duration may be used as possible

indicators of changing benthic and demersal fish assemblages. Starr and Fox (1996)

compared logbook and survey data and found statistically similar patterns of

distribution and abundance for five species. They concluded that logbook data can

augment research survey data to improve estimates of commercial groundfish relative

abundance and distribution. Reynolds (2003) used trawl logbook data to identify

statistically significant habitat associations between environmental variables and widow

rockfish (Sebastes entomelas). Reynolds explicitly accounted for the unequal spatial

sampling of trawl logbooks. Lee (1997) reviewed trawl logbooks through 1993 and

concluded that the NMFS trawl survey depth coverage was not adequate to accurately

characterize species associations exploited by commercial fishing. These studies help

demonstrate which purposes may be appropriate when utilizing data from the two

collection programs.

Landing receipts, known as fish tickets, are completed by fish-buyers in each port upon

delivery of fish. Fish tickets are issued to fish-buyers by a state agency and must be
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returned to the agency for processing. Washington, Oregon, and California each have a

slightly different format of fish ticket receipt (Sampson and Crone 1997). The spatial

resolution of catch location recorded on a fish ticket is limited to statistical reporting

areas defined by the now dissolved International North Pacific Fisheries Commission

(INPFC) (Figure 1). Fish ticket number(s) are linked back to trawl logbooks during

processing. The majority of information collected from fish tickets relates to harvest

levels, species composition, and economic value. Fish ticket information does not

include any information for those fish that are not landed or sold, but does include the

actual weight and value of fish landed. Fish tickets provide a partial basis for catch

monitoring and stock assessment.

The West Coast Groundfish Observer Program (WCGOP) was established in May 2001

to improve estimates of total catch and discarded bycatch for better assessment of

fishing mortality rates. Information collected through this program is linked to landing

receipt tickets and trawl logbooks. The spatial resolution of catch location is reported

by the observer and captain using the same equipment and method, noted as the start

(set) and end (haul) of an individual trawl tow. However, catch data are recorded by the

observer in much greater detail than the information recorded by the trawl captain in a

logbook. In the first year of this program (September 2001-August 2002), 13% of

groundfish landings by the limited entry trawl fleet were observed coast-wide (NWFSC

2004). This observer coverage increased slightly in the second year to 16% of the total

groundfish landings (September 2002-August 2003). The observer program considers

the spatial distribution of coverage by randomly selecting vessels from aggregated port

groups. Although the data collected through this program only represent a portion of

trawl fishing effort, the observer database offers additional information on catch

composition and fishing location.

The spatial variation in data collected through these various programs continues to

challenge our ability to review meaningful relationships of fishery-related information.

To improve groundfish fishery management and conservation, additional steps toward
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understanding and synchronizing these major data collection components should be

supported.
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iNTRODUCTION

There has been substantial concern over the effects of bottom-trawling and other fishing

activities on benthic ecosystems and the sustainability of fish populations (Dieter et al.

2003, Johnson 2002, NRC 2002, Kaiser and de Groot 2000, Rester 2000, Thrush et al.

1998, Watling and Norse 1998, Jones 1992). Because bottom-trawling can alter

essential fish habitat (EFH), it is important to understand fishing patterns both spatially

and in the context of fishery management. It is imperative that fishery management

measures implemented to protect depleted groundfish species and their associated

habitat be critically evaluated as to their success. In the absence of such evaluation,

there is no means to determine whether habitat conservation objectives are being met or

what role regulatory actions play in recovering fish populations. Previous studies

reviewing the effects of Pacific groundfish management have rarely assessed spatial or

habitat specific implications (Babcock and Pikitch 2000, Gillis et al. 1995, Pikitch 1987,

Pikitch and Melteff 1986).

Advances in the application of geographical information systems (GIS) now offer the

capability to effectively analyze and evaluate spatially-related fishery management

concerns (Valavanis 2002, Kruse et al. 2001, Meaden 2000, Isaak & Hubert 1997,

Meaden 1996, Meaden and Chi 1996). The use of GIS improves our ability to form

spatially appropriate biological and management related questions and to determine if

present data sets can adequately address these questions. This tool allows for the

synthesis of broad-scale spatial data sets from multiple disciplines. Spatial changes due

to biological significance or regulatory decision-making can now be viewed

simultaneously. As a spatial analysis tool, GIS is especially adapted to aid in

management functions at various scales for monitoring of change, comparative studies

(spatial and temporal), and modeling projection scenarios.

Primary management measures used to mitigate fishing impacts on habitat include

regulating gear use, controlling landing limits for targeted fish (to reduce overall fishing



effort and therefore frequency of disturbance), and by restricting or closing

geographical areas to particular gear types. To date, the Pacific Fishery Management

Council (PFMC) has implemented a combination of all three methods for the US West

coast groundfish trawl fishery to protect and rebuild depleted rockfish (Sebastes spp.)

populations (65 FR 221, 67 FR 57973). Many rockfish species are associated with

hard-bottom, high-relief rocky areas (McCain 2003, Love et al. 2002). Habitat

sensitivity to fishing impacts from mobile trawl gear is thought to be greatest in these

stable areas of high habitat complexity (substrate surface topography) with a prominent

degree of biogenic cover (Kaiser et al. 2003, Kaiser et al. 2002, Auster and Langton

1999, Auster 1998). Recovery appears to be most rapid in habitats which are less

physically stable (i.e., sand), in contrast with rocky areas (Collie et al. 2000). Although

these rocky areas are often the target of conservation concerns, very little attention has

been given to the study of fishing impacts and recovery in these hard-bottom habitats in

the Pacific Northwest.

The primary objective of this study was to examine trawl effort shifts over benthic

habitats in response to regulatory changes in the US West coast groundfish fishery. In

particular, this study focused on a PFMC-mandated restriction in trawl footrope size for

landing nearshore and shelf rockfish species as well as most flatfish species. This

regulation, enacted in 2000 to shift fishing incentives, linked various groundfish trip

limits to large (> 8 inch (> 20.5 cm) diameter) and small ( 8 inch ( 20.5 cm)

diameter) footrope configurations (65 FR 221 1/4/00, PFMC 2000b, 1999b). The

composition of a small footrope could not exceed 8 inches along its entire length, which

includes discs, attachments, or any other materials applied to the footrope cable and/or

chain. Fishermen were also prohibited from attaching chafing gear to small footrope

configurations. By inhibiting the large footrope gear necessary to pass over rough

terrain and obstructions, this restriction was designed to redirect fishing effort off of

high-relief rocky areas where depleted rockfish species are most abundant.

Furthermore, the retention of most fish normally caught in these areas was prohibited if

using large footrope gear to reduce the incentive to fish in these areas. The effort it
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would take to fish these areas and the large amounts of fish that would have to be

discarded would make fishing economically unfeasible. Previous studies by Hannah

(2003, 2000), based solely on catch information, indicated that a reduction in fishing

effort had occurred after the trawl footrope restriction, but did not determine any

relationship to benthic habitat. Hannah (2003) also recognized that the landing limits

connected to footrope size may also play an important role in the reduction of trawling.

Comprehensive maps of seafloor lithology along the west coast of the United States

have recently been compiled. Goldfingeret al. (2003) assembled and interpreted

existing geological and geophysical data for the Oregon continentalmargin, which was

made available for this study. The resolution and accuracy of the lithology data vary

because of the non-uniform availability of data sources. An assessment was provided

using ranked data distributions which allowed for the review of input data quality and

suitability for habitat mapping (Romsos 2004). Oregon marine geomorphological

features are identified in Figure 2 with an overlay of the seafloor lithology data. The

width of the continental shelf is very narrow (-17 1cm) at Cape Blanco in southern

Oregon and generally widens going north to Cape Falcon (- 61 km). The boundaries of

these Oregon lithology data extend from the Washington border at 46° 15' 00" N

latitude to the California border at 42° 00' 00" N latitude. The eastern boundary is the

intertidal zone and the western boundary is the edge of the continental slope (- 3000 m

depth). The system used to describe surficial geologic habitat types was a modification

of the classification described by Greene et al. (1999). Benthic habitat, as defined for

this study, refers to the surficial lithologic units dictating substrate type as described by

Romsos (2004). While broader definitions of "habitat" may encompass many other

ecological and abiotic factors, this study uses the structural substrate component as a

proxy for associated benthic fish communities.

The spatial resolution of fishing effort is determined by the reporting of information by

the fishery. To appropriately address different management issues, the proper

resolution is required. Data collection procedures for the US Pacific West coast
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groundfish fishery include a tn-state trawl logbook program (Sampson and Crone

1997). Trawl logbooks contain fishing location information, but prior to 1997 spatial

resolution was poor because many locations were reported as the center point of large

(10 x 10 nautical mile) geographical blocks. Reporting fishing effort as the number of

tows per block ignores the possibility that tows are not homogeneously distributed

throughout the block. Trawl fishing effort is known to be concentrated in particular

areas with patchy distribution (Ragnarsson and Steingrimsson 2003, Marrs et al. 2002,

Kulka and Pitcher 2001, Auster and Langton 1999, Rijnsdorp 1998), and benthic

habitats occur on a finer, more detailed scale than that of traditional reporting blocks.

This contributes to potential bias when applying data values over coarse scale blocks or

grids (Rose 2002b unpublished manuscript, Larcombe et al. 2001, Piet et al. 2000,

Pitcher et al. 2000, Rijnsdorp 1998). Spatial resolution of fishing effort has also been

limited in Oregon and Washington because electronic conversion of paper logbooks

results in only the trawl start location being entered into electronic databases. A single

point can limit our ability to review spatial patterns at the scale of actual fishing

practices (e.g., tows can cover large distances, overlap, and cross grid cells). This

present research utilized methods for adequately reviewing spatial relationships

between targeted, patchy fishing effort and benthic habitat features.

This study was focused exclusively in Oregon waters and consisted of several

components. First, an analysis of spatial and temporal shifts in trawl fishing effort over

benthic habitat was performed using available trawl start locations for the entire study

period (1995-2002). This provided an initial spatial understanding of where increases

and decreases in fishing effort occurred related to habitat distribution and fishery

management measures. Second, precise tow end-point information was retrieved from

manual logbooks for five reference sites located in the proximity of rock habitat

features (1998-2001). Trawl towlines were then mapped from start point to end point

for finer scale resolution of fishing locations to enhance the examination of fishing

effort shifts over benthic habitat. Finally, fine scale spatial shifts in relation to the 2000

footrope restriction were then reviewed using complete trawl towlines. A brief
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comparison of Oregon vessel towlines and CA vessel towlines was also made to assess

any spatial variations by fleet. Fishing intensity (measured as km towed) was calculated

from commercial trawl and research trawl survey towlines to achieve the most accurate

assessment of fishing impacts and potential habitat recovery areas. The outcomes of

this study are expected to reveal how management measures might influence trawl

fishing effort shifts to aid in habitat conservation, methodologies to effectively evaluate

the extent of habitats affected by bottom-fishing disturbances, and to emphasize the

benefits of increasing the spatial resolution of fishery data.



METHODS

Commercial trawl logbook data were obtained for the limited entry groundfish fishery

from state databases maintained by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (1995-

2002), the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (1995-2001), and the

California Department of Fish and Game (1995-200 1). Washington and California data

were filtered so that only trawis which occurred off the coast of Oregon were

represented. Oregon data were not requested with any geographical restriction and

records extended into both Washington and California waters. These logbook records

were removed from the analysis during the process of spatially joining annual effort

layers with a benthic habitat layer that exclusively covered the Oregon coast, from

approximately latitude 46°15'30" N to 42°l'O" N. A single logbook record consisted of

the parameters for an individual trawl tow, including information pertaining to the

vessel, date, time and location of tow, gear used, and catch (Appendix C). This study

included only those trawl tows using gear which comes in contact with the seafloor.

Unfortunately, it was impossible to review specific bottom trawl gear types used before

and after the footrope restriction due to the inconsistency of gear codes recorded by

different states and the confounding use of a non-specific groundfish trawl gear code

before 2000. Logbook records were dropped from the analysis if they were recorded

using a midwater gear configuration, were recorded as the central point of a 10 x 10

nautical mile statistical reporting block rather than an actual tow location, or if a starting

location was reported over any landmass. The application ofthese filters removed

approximately 15% of Oregon logbook records, 25% of California logbookrecords, and

69% of Washington logbook records (Table 3). Removals were attributed primarily to

records reporting use of midwater gear. In the case of California, central reporting

block locations resulted in the removal of all records from 1995-1996.



Table 3. Records filtered from raw database records that were provided by each of the three states. Resulting annual record totals
were then used for analysis. Records were removed if the trawler used midwater gear, the set location was recorded as the center of
a statistical reporting block, or the set location was noted over a landmass. Note: California and Washington data were only
requested for those logbook records which occurred in Oregon waters.

Filter Applied 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 Total % of Total
Oregon 18459 18787 18129 15719 13557 11670 11579 8716 116616
Midwater Gear 1885 1965 1907 1467 1700 2103 1417 679 13123 11.25%
Center of Block 1520 1678 665 27 19 0 0 0 3909 3.35%
Over Landmass 39 53 74 33 85 53 2 4 343 0.29%
Outside of OR Waters 5500 4939 4520 4694 4011 3215 3235 3096 33200 28.47%
Final Records for Analysis 9515 10152 10963 9498 7742 6299 6935 4941 32845
Washington 52 46 56 17 25 103 60 N/A 359
Midwater Gear 26 41 28 10 25 58 43 N/A 231 64.35%
Center of Block 16 7 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 23 6.41%
Over Landmass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0%
Final Records for Analysis 10 5 28 7 0 45 17 N/A 112
California 428 445 511 833 627 474 340 N/A 3658
Center of Block 428 445 13 2 1 1 0 N/A 890 24.33%
Over Landmass 0 0 3 1 1 0 3 N/A 8 0.22%
Final Records for Analysis 0 0 495 830 625 473 337 N/A 2760
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Spatial analysis and mapping were conducted with ArcGIS Desktop version 8.2 (ESRI

2002). The analyses included use of the ArcINFO workstation, various ESRI

extensions, and additional software tools (Appendix D). Data layers created and used in

this study were all standardized using the same projected coordinate system (UTM Zone

iON) and datum (WGS 1984) to minimize spatial error in the analysis. In this

projection, the central meridian is placed within the center of interest to minimize

distortion of spatial properties in that region. It is best suited for north-south areas, such

as the U.S. Pacific west coast, which conveniently falls along the center of Zone iON.

Locations where trawl fishing begins, referred to as the set of each tow, were mapped

for each year and by state. Trawl set locations from all three states were then combined

into annual point (vector) layers of fishing effort. Oregon habitat polygons (rock,

gravel, gravel/sand, sand, sand/mud, mud) (Figure 2), as described by Romsos (2004)

and Goldfinger et al. (2003), were spatially joined to annual point layers using an

identity function to compute the geometric intersection between data layers. The

number of tows per year per habitat type was then summarized.

To observe the spatial shift in fishing effort between years, each annual trawl set point

layer was converted to a continuous surface (raster) layer based on point density within

the same geographic extent. A density calculation measures the number of trawl set

points using a uniform areal unit (such as a square kilometer) to create a density value

for each cell in the resulting layer to identify patterns where trawl set points are

concentrated. Several parameters affect the resulting density surface and patterns,

including the density unit, search radius, and cell size. A kernel density calculation per

square kilometer was used with a 5,000 meter search radius and an output cell size of

100 m2. Square kilometer density units adequately reflect fishery scale features (Kulka

and Pitcher 2001). The search area dictates the distance within which points are found

to calculate the density value assigned to each cell in the output raster layer. The search

diameter used in this calculation was later verified to be within the average towline

length of the fishery and thus matches the scale of fishing patterns. The output cell size
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determines how fine or coarse the pattern appears. Using a kernel density calculation,

rather than a uniform "simple" calculation gives a smoother density surface with easily

detected patterns. Density values were calculated to distribute trawl set points

throughout a landscape for each year and then subtracted between years to observe

areas of increased and decreased fishing effort.

Five case-study reference areas were selected by comparing spatial patterns of fishing

effort with benthic habitat type (Figure 3). Four sites were selected which contained

both rock habitat and significant fishing effort (Site 1-4). One additional site was

selected based on a bathymetric structure, the Rogue River Canyon, with a greater

proportion of soft sediment habitat and significant fishing effort (Site 5). Concentric

buffers at specified distances from the same central point, with diameter size increasing

by 1 km intervals, were reviewed to determine the most appropriate size for selecting

trawl set points and habitat polygons at each site. The ideal size buffer for each site was

then used to select the trawl set points within it for further data retrieval. Two adjoining

buffers were used to select the southern-most site for optimal coverage of fishing effort

patterns, which could not be adequately represented by a single symmetrical buffer. A

subset of Oregon logbook records was created for each reference site (Table 4).

Additionally, the quality of rock habitat data was assessed within each site buffer using

ranked distributions of data density and quality developed by Romsos (2004). The

order of rock habitat quality values ranked Site 1 as the highest, followed closely by

Site 2 and Site 4 with equal values, Site 5 with a moderate value and Site 3 with the

lowest value.

Tow end locations, referred to as haul points, for each site's subset of records were

manually retrieved from paper logbooks held by the Oregon Department of Fisheries

and Wildlife office in Newport, Oregon. A protocol was developed to assure data

confidentiality and quality control. Logbook records which did not contain haul

location information (4% of all reference site records) were removed from the analysis.
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Table 4. Description of five selected reference sites and logbook records from within
these sites used to construct trawl towlines by retrieval of tow haul (end) locations.
Filtering steps that were applied to identify and remove unsuitable records for this study
are noted.

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5
Site Selection Buffer Diameter (km) 24 16 20 36 20 & 16
Mean Reported Site Depth (fathom) 102 94 101 160 166
Minimum Reported Site Depth (fathom) 51 53 60 39 50
Maximum Reported Site Depth (fathom) 250 185 320 650 600
Selected OR Logbook Records 326 538 1442 1551 1350
Haul Location Missing 26 28 30 84 48
Haul Location Identical to Set Location 0 6 7 3 3
Haul Location Over Landmass 0 0 1 5 1

Selected CA Logbook Records - - 71 429

Records with haul locations identical to the tow set location or for which trawling

occurred over a landmass were also dropped from the analysis (<0.5 %).

Haul locations were mapped with the corresponding set location. Trawl towlines were

created using a Visual Basic script which draws a straight line from each set location to

each corresponding haul location. The azimuth of each towline from true

North (0°) was calculated using an expression (polyline_Get_Azimuth.cal) in the

ArcMap attribute table field calculator. The length of each towline was measured to

estimate the distance traveled. Towline length was used to predict vessel speed based

on the logbook-reported tow duration. This was done to determine if towline distances

could have been traveled within a realistic range of towing speeds. An overlay of trawl

towlines across benthic habitat type subsequently split each towline into multiple

segments at each habitat boundary and joined the attributes of the underlying habitat

type to each towline segment using an identity command. The length of each resulting

towline/habitat type segment was measured by updating feature topology. Towline
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segment lengths were then summarized annually by habitat type and compared across

years. Patterns of trawl towlines were reviewed in both a spatial and temporal context.

Swept area calculations, defined as the amount of ground potentially contacted by trawl

gear, were not made for the purposes of this study in part due to the absence of detailed

trawl gear notation in logbooks and the wide variety of gear used in the fishery. Often

"average" gear parameters are used in calculations for the purposes of estimation. The

detailed spatial distribution of trawl towlines and towline distance measurements can

provide similarly acceptable information in regard to fishing intensity.

California state database logbook records from 1997 to the present contain the location

for both tow set and tow haul. California records were used for a comparison with the

spatial and temporal patterns observed in towlines originating from Oregon logbook

data. Subsets of California logbook records were created for the two southern reference

sites (where ORJCA fishing effort overlapped) using the same site buffer selection and

clip method (Table 4). California subsets were then mapped and processed using the

same methodology as the Oregon reference site records noted above.

Research trawling has occurred off the Pacific coast since 1977 in the form of NMFS

groundfish surveys. Trawl towlines were mapped for groundfish research survey tows.

Research trawling (conducted during both continental shelf and slope surveys) which

originated within reference site areas accounted for only a small fraction of total fishing

effort. Fishing intensity (measured as kilometers towed) by research vessels was less

than 1% of that exhibited by commercial fishing vessels during the same time period

(1998-2001). Therefore, research trawling information was not considered in

subsequent analyses.

Groundfish management measures for the limited entry trawl fishery were tabulated

from the Federal Register for the time period 1995-2002. Acceptable Biological Catch

(ABC), Optimal Yield (OY), and annual allocation to the commercial trawl fishery were
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recorded by year for each managed species or fish assemblage (Appendix A).

Cumulative trip limits were organized and recorded by month (Appendix B). In-season

changes to trip limits were added to tables in Appendix B for each management change

during the course of a year. This compilation of temporal management measures

provided the basis by which corresponding fishing effort distributions were reviewed.
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RESULTS

A decreasing trend in annual trawl fishing effort off the Oregon coast was observed

across all years from 1997-2002 (Table 3). Directed fishing effort in Oregon waters by

Washington vessels was concentrated along the Oregon-Washington border and

diffused in a southerly direction. There was a greater amount of effort in Oregon waters

by California trawlers than from Washington trawlers. California trawl effort

demonstrated a similar trend as the Washington vessels, with effort concentrated at the

Oregon-California border and diffusing gradually in a northerly direction.

Trawl fishing effort differed by location and intensity in proximity to the major rocky

bank features on the Oregon continental shelf (Figure 2). Trawl set points for the entire

study period fell within mapped seafloor lithology, which extended to approximately

the 3000 m depth contour. Trawl set points over Nehalem Bank occurred

predominantly over portions of the bank located farthest offshore. On Stonewall bank,

there was a concentration of set points along the north to northwest slope-edge of the

bank, but very few over the main bank. Cape Perpetua bank had a similar concentration

of set points around the northwest slope-edge portion of the bank, but again very few

points over the main bank. Trawl set points are found throughout the Heceta

Escarpment, the slope-edge feature just offshore of Heceta Bank, with only a few points

appearing over the southern tip of the actual bank itself. Siltcoos Bank did not have any

associated trawling activity. Coquille Bank displayed set point patterns northwest of

the main bank, to the north, south and west of the bank, with a lesser density of set

points over this bank as well. Orford reef is a nearshore feature which did not

experience any documented trawling activity.

In addition to an overall decline in effort, there were shifts in the number of trawl sets

between years and between habitat types. The number of trawl sets per habitat type was

consistent with the total area of habitat type available, i.e. the majority of trawl sets took

place in the largest geographically mapped habitat type mud (Table 5). The smallest
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extent of mapped habitat, gravel habitat, did not contain any trawl set locations, though

it is still possible that trawl tows may be crossing into this habitat designation. A

reduction in tows within all habitat types took place from 1997-2000. In 2001 and

2002, there was a distinct increase in both the number of tows and proportion of tows in

sand habitat relative to 1998-2000. The proportion of tows in sand/mud habitat

remained steady from 1997 to 2001, then increased in 2002. Tows in mud habitat were

steady in 2000 and 2001 but significantly decreased in both number and proportion in

2002. Tow sets in rock habitat decreased in both 1999 and 2000, with the proportion of

tows in rock habitat decreasing significantly during 2000. Tow sets in rock habitat

increased in 2001 and slightly decreased again in 2002, but still remained at much lower

levels than before 2000.

Broad scale spatial shifts in trawl fishing effort were apparent across years, as

visualized by density maps (Figure 4). The spatial distribution of areas experiencing

increases and decreases in fishing effort betweenyears are summarized in Table 6.

Areas of increased fishing effort were still evident in each between-year calculation,

despite the overall decline in trawl tows each year. This provided clear evidence that

trends or shifts in effort are occurring which were not attributed solely to the decrease in

annual tow numbers. Shifts in fishing effort were at times extremely patchy and at

other times somewhat continuous in distribution. One such continuous distribution is a

decrease in fishing effort along the outer continental shelf in2002 from fishing effort

which occurred in 2001. This is in part attributed to the first full depth-related spatial

closure of the fishery from approximately 100 to 250 fathoms in September of 2002 (67

FR 57973).



Table 5. Results of the geographic overlay of tow set point locations and corresponding habitat type. Results are noted as both the
number and proportion of tow set locations over each habitat type. The total mapped area of each habitat type (km2) is also
included.

Lithologic Unit Total Area Tow set locations
Habitat Type of Habitat (km2) 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 Total

Sand/Mud 4,236,923 1170 1398 1493 1520 1240 986 990 949 7178
Sand 5,922,956 610 664 912 653 582 350 625 968 4090
Mud 32,555,575 7081 7217 8343 7423 6219 5428 5560 2927 35900
Rock 1,756,087 599 849 725 733 313 52 105 93 2021

Gravel 7,489 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gravel/Sand 37,606 65 24 13 6 13 2 0 0 34

Porportion of tow set locations
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 Total

Sand/Mud 0.123 0.138 0.130 0.147 0.148 0.145 0.136 0192 0.146
Sand 0.064 0.065 0.079 0.063 0.070 0.051 0.086 0.196 0.083
Mud 0.743 0.711 0.726 0.718 0.743 0.796 0.764 0.593 0.729
Rock 0.063 0.084 0.063 0.071 0.037 0.008 0.014 0.019 0.041

Gravel 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Gravel/Sand 0.007 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001



Table 6. Summary of increasing and decreasing trawl fishing effort calculated by subtracting an annual set location density layer
from the density layer of the previous year, calculated for each year pair between 1997 and 2002.

Annual Difference Increased Effort Decreased Effort
Patchy decreases observed from nearshore to deep

1998-1997 Largely located from central to southern OR on the offshore regions, but concentrated mostly along the
continental margin between 100-200 m contours, with northern border west of Astoria and extending into central
patchy distribution along the entire margin. OR along the 200 m contour.

1999-1998 Concentrated along the northern border west of Astoria Concentrated in a semi-solid band from Depoe Bay to the
with additional light increases in deeper water offshore southern Oregon border along and just inshore of the
along the entire margin. 200 m contour.

2000-1999 Primarily located in the northern region both along the Several concentrated areas are west of Astoria and
100 m contour and in deeper offshore waters Newport and also in the southern region from Bandon to
past 300 m. Brookings between the 100-300 m contours.

From the northern border to central OR between the
2001-2000 200-300 m contours with several patches centrally Noted in the northern region along the 100 m contour and

located along the 100 m contour. Additional patches are also offshore in deeper waters both north and south of
located between Bandon and Port Orford. Heceta Bank.

Only several small patches are noted in the northern
2002-2001 region, two west of Astoria (<50 m and at 100 m) and

one between Netarts and Pacific City from the Observed in a large band along the entire continental
50-100 m contours. margin focused at the 200-300 m contours.

w
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The use of trawl towlines created for each reference site demonstrates a substantial

improvement in the resolution of fishing effort data relative to the use of start point

locations alone (Figure 5). Towlines also depict the direction of towing and the distance

towed. Towlines provide an enhanced visual representation of spatial patterns in the

variability of trawl towing behavior relative to habitat, bathymetry, and direction. Based

on an azimuth calculation from true North (00) for each towline, the majority of towlines

are positioned within northern (315° to 45°) or southern (135° to 225°) directional

quadrants (Table 7). Predicted vessel speeds derived from towline length and logbook

duration fell within a realistic range of tow speeds established from interviews conducted

with fishermen. This evidence supports the assertion that the trawl towline model is a

close proximity to reality. This model cannot determine the exact path trawled but does

appear to be a rather close proxy. The straight-line towline model is a conservative

estimate of actual distances trawled due to the many factors which prevent towing in

exactly straight lines.

Table 7. The percentage of reference site trawl towlines that lie within directional
quadrants based on their azimuth (calculated from true North (0°)).

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5
North-South Quadrant
(315° to 450 and 1350 to 2250) 90% 77% 84% 89% 65%

East-West Quadrant
@5° to 1350 and 225° to 315°) 10% 23% 16% 11% 35%

The ability to detect changes or shifts in spatial fishing patterns over habitat was greatly

enhanced by the towline model. Spatial shifts in fishing effort away from rock habitat

were strikingly evident for all reference sites after the 2000 footrope restriction (Figure

5). Fishing intensity was summarized as the kilometers towed per year for a given habitat

type. Total distance trawled over each habitat type was pooled for the two years prior to

the footrope restriction (1998-1999) and the two years after its implementation (2000-

L
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Table 8. Total trawl towline distances (km) and the number of towline segments over benthic habitat type before (1998-1999) and
after (2000-2001) the footrope restriction. A towline segment represents one section of a towline. Each towline was split at each
habitat polygon boundary (i.e. multiple towline segments can be created by splitting a single individual towline).

Towline Distances (km)
Rock Mud Sand Sand/Mud

Reference Site 1998-1999 2000-2001 % Change 1998-1999 2000-2001 % Change 1998-1999 2000-2001 % Change 1998-1999 2000-2001 % Change
Site 1 403 25 -93.6 1340 2071 54.6 0 10 > 100.0 39 51 29.7
Site 2 764 49 -93.7 1977 1402 -29.1 70 7 -89.4 518 300 -42.0
Site3 1670 253 -84.8 6487 5731 -11.6 116 124 6.9 17 2 -88.4
Site 4 2049 636 -69.0 6924 7243 4.6 7 15 94.3 1929 1807 -6.3
Site 5 232 22 -90.4 7763 4913 -36.7 40 18 -54.5 1057 150 -85.8

Towline Segments

Rock Mud Sand Sand/Mud
1998-1999 2000-2001 % Change 1998-1999 2000-2001 % Change 1998-1999 2000-2001 %Change 1998-1999 2000-2001 % Change

Site 1 450 37 -91.8 224 205 -8.5 0 1 100.0 8 9 12.5
Site 2 166 16 -90.4 402 133 -66.9 12 3 -75.0 90 54 -40.0
Site 3 906 135 -85.1 1329 760 -42.8 102 62 -39.2 2 1 -50.0
Site 4 579 257 -55.6 1436 1340 -6.7 2 5 150.0 469 483 3.0
Site5 203 12 -94.1 2638 1163 -55.9 18 6 -66.7 553 41 -92.6
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2001) (Table 8). The number of split towline segments that occurred over each habitat

type exemplifies the difference between just counting the number of total trawl tows in

an area and getting an estimate of actual fishing distances covered over each habitat.

Decreasing fishing intensity and a decreasing number of towlines segments over rock

habitat is demonstrated for all five reference sites after the footrope restriction. Fishing

intensity decreases were greatest after the footrope restriction at Site 2 (93.7%

reduction) and Site 1 (93.6% reduction). Site 5 demonstrated a 90% reduction followed

by reductions of 84.8% at Site 3 and 69% at Site 4. Increasing fishing intensity is

shown over mud habitat at reference sites 1 and 4 although the number of towline

segments decreases slightly. Smaller increases occur over sand habitat at reference site

1, 3 and 4. Reference site 3 demonstrates a small increase in towing distance over sand

habitat, despite a decrease in the number of towline segments represented.

In general, Oregon and California towline patterns for reference site 5 are consistent but

Oregon vessel towlines demonstrate two additional spatial patterns. Oregon vessels

also trawl within and along the length of the canyon and over an area just south of the

canyon at depths of approximately 150-200 m. These trawl patterns are closely

associated with the bathymetric features of the Rogue River canyon. The canyon's east-

west orientation reflects the higher percentage of towlines in reference site 5 positioned

within east and west directional quadrants (Table 7). The majority of California tows

began north of the canyon and trawling occurred in a northerly direction. A second

group of tows by California vessels began in the southwestern section of the upper site

5 selection buffer and towed south along the 400 m contour. The third group of tows by

California vessels began in the southwestern section of the lower site 5 selection buffer

at depths greater than 150 m and trawled in a southeasterly direction. California

towlines in reference site 4 were consistent with Oregon towline patterns. Most of the

California set points were located in the southern half of the site 4 selection buffer and

trawling occurred in a southerly direction.
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DISCUSSION

There is significant inter-annual variability in trawl fishing effort. These inter-annual

shifts are affected by factors such as changes in target species, management trip limits,

and fishing strategies (Sampson 2001, Babcock and Pikitch 2000). Overall, fishing

effort exhibited patchy distribution and maintained similar statewide patterns over the

entire study period. This consistency is common when fishermen return to areas

previously known to harbor high abundances of target species and suitable seafloor for

trawling.

From a conservation standpoint, this patchiness may be desired if fishing efforts do not

also expand into the unaffected areas. Patchy distribution of trawl effort disturbs the

same areas of seabed frequently, but in turn leaves large areas unaffected by the impacts

of fishing gear. Spatial management measures, such as closed areas, can have the effect

of shifting fishing activity to areas that were previously lightly fished or very rarely

fished (Holland 2003, Rijnsdorp et al 2001). The mitigation of a closed area should be

carefully weighed against resulting redistributions of fishing effort. Larcombe et al

(2001) demonstrated that a general increase or redistribution in trawl fishing effort

unrelated to closed areas tended to concentrate in those relatively small, high-effort

areas rather than expanding into new fishing grounds. From fine-scale spatial analysis

it is possible to identify if fishing effort is localized to a small area versus the same

amount of fishing effort that is spread out over a larger area. Fishing impact and

recovery studies have not clearly addressed how the dynamics of these two different

spatial patterns of fishing effort might relate to various habitats. In the context of

conservation, these dynamics may depend upon which habitats or non-target species are

located within already targeted fishing grounds. Conservation objectives tend to target

habitat types or species particularly sensitive to fishing pressure. The evaluation of

spatial effort distributions within various habitats will be a critical component in

executing management decisions for conservation objectives.
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Density mapping created views of aggregated fishing effort which closely reflected

habitat-related patterns. These are usually undetected by grid methods, unless the grids

are perhaps set at very fine scales (i.e. 1 x 1 km cells). A grid method basically splits

geographical space into a pattern of arbitrarily sized cells and assigns fishing effort

homogeneously within each cell. Cell size has a large influence on the results of such

work. Cell size can either be too small and fishing practices overlap into multiple cells,

or too large and assigned fishing effort is too broadly distributed. Another main

concern is that grid cells are often unable to reflect the spatial complexity of geographic

features, such as habitat boundaries, an issue addressed by this work. To avoid

extrapolation, a density calculation requires the use of parameters that are within the

scale of the fishery. The search diameter used in this study (radius = 5 km) was within

the average distance of trawl towline lengths (average = 11.86 km). Density mapping

greatly facilitated the identification and extent of particular habitat areas that were

experiencing changes in fishing pressure, which aided in the selection of study sites.

Another brief consideration is that density mapping provides an easily aggregated view

of trawl start locations, which is often necessary when working with any confidential

fishery-dependent data. Confidentiality concerns can still be addressed by this method

and yet the spatial resolution of fishing effort patterns is improved.

This density mapping technique was validated in a non-experimental manner when it

was discovered that decreasing fishing effort density directly overlaid a continuous

depth range along the entire length of the Oregon coast between 2002 and 2001, a result

of a spatial closure in the fishery. In September of 2002, a large portion of the

continental shelf off Oregon, from approximately 100 to 250 fathoms, was closed to

trawling to protect overfished darkblotched rockfish (Sebastes crameri). Even though

this closure was only reflected in the study data for four months at the end of the fishing

year, it nevertheless was revealed as a marked decrease in fishing effort in relation to

that which occurred in 2001 throughout the closure boundaries.
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The use of trawl towlines rather than set point locations resulted in the analysis of fleet

responses to management measures at an appropriate spatial scale. Towlines provide a

basis by which to observe patterns of fine scale yet realistic fishing effort. Based on

this analysis, it is crucial that in the future all haul location data be entered into

electronic databases from fishery-dependent collection programs. Because haul

locations have been and are currently provided by fishermen in paper logbooks, it

would require only a minimal cost to include this field in data entry. The effort to

review and process spatial data on an annual basis would provide not only an additional

quality control step by verifying realistic reporting of fishing location, but would also

allow evaluation of current spatial management measures. Although this study focused

on five reference sites off the Oregon coast, this work could easily be expanded to

examine all trawl logbook data for the US West coast.

The spatial shift of tow patterns away from rock habitat was distinctly evident from

visualization of trawl towlines after the 2000 PFMC footrope restriction (Figure 5).

Towline analysis also provided a measurement of trawling intensity by habitat type.

The reduction in reference site towing over rocky habitat was both visibly evident and

clearly measured by intensity with an average 86 % change (Table 8). The reduction

in effort over rocky habitat did not simply result in an overall reduction in fishing effort.

Some fishing effort also slightly shifted from rock habitat to surrounding areas of

unconsolidated sediments. Impacts in areas where increased fishing effort is occurring

should be studied to assess the accompanying unintended consequences of this

management action.

Several models of fishing activity have attempted to evaluate connections to the

economics of fleet reduction, the study of marine protected areas, resource depletion,

and the prediction of long-term responses to regulatory strategies (Scholz et al 2003,

Caddy and Carocci 1999, Maury and Gascuel 1999, Walters and Bonfil 1999). Such

models would benefit from the fine tuning that trawl towline analysis can provide by

accurately representing the distribution of fishing effort in geographic space.
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We observed a majority of north-south tow directions, with the exception of east-west

towing related to the Rogue River Canyon bathymetry in southern Oregon. This

supports previous observations by Friedlander et al (1999) of trawl marks on the

seafloor commonly orienting parallel to bathymetric contours. Spatially stratified

exploration should therefore be conducted to locate bathymetric contours which may

affect tow patterns prior to assuming a north-south tow direction in models of fishing

effort.

Trawl gear disturbance on the seafloor can be examined through the use of high-

resolution side-scan sonar (Friedlander et al 1999, Krost et al 1990), but the towline

model can better quantify fishing effort over the use of trawl tracks seen with side-scan

sonar. The path covered by a trawl, or trawl track, is often visible as a long, narrow,

linear depression. Side-scan sonar is costly and the detectability of trawl tracks is

heavily dependent on timing of the side-scan survey and the time at which fishing

occurred, while trawl towlines display fishing activity at the scale of the fishery and

provide an enduring (if indirect) record of potential trawl tracks. However, these two

methods may prove complementary. Reviewing trawl towlines may provide the first

step for identifying areas where high fishing impact disturbance occurs and trawl marks

could then be examined closely with the use of side-scan sonar to verify fishing impacts

and logbook positional accuracy to some degree.

The results indicate that the footrope restriction, in conjunction with associated landing

limits, was effective in protecting rocky habitats from trawl fishing impacts. This

supports previous demonstrations that gear changes or modifications can achieve some

purposeful level of conservation (Valdemarsen and Suuronen 2003, Rose et al 2002a

unpublished manuscript, Van Marlen 2000). Fishery managers often only manage for

direct habitat conservation by the force of conservation legislation or if it was

demonstrated that a loss of habitat would directly lead to a loss of yield in the fishery.



Similarly in this case, although the footrope regulation was only indirectly aimed at

habitat conservation, it ultimately served this purpose.

Future extensions of this research will need to incorporate analysis of catch data to

clarify the effects of gear restriction versus trip limits. One possible method described

by Larcombe (2001) apportions catch equally along the length of a towline and then

summarizes catch within a fine-scale grid of 1 km2 cells. Branch et al. (2004,

unpublished manuscript) utilizes a clustering method related to trawl towline locations

and associated catch data, which could then be used to delineate groups of tows in

specific areas and their associated target species. This would be particularlyuseful

information for various patterns of towlines identified at or near the rocky banks

examined in this study.

This study directly assessed the effects of a previous management action, which is not

often done in the context of fishery management today. Substantial regulatory changes

have occurred in the last decade which have ultimately resulted in a reduction in trawl

fishing effort off the Oregon coast. Effort shifts can be studied on any time step, from

arbitrary (i.e. 1 year) to more natural steps, like regulatory regime shifts. Tracking of

regulatory change by species provides the foundation to spatially examine individual

management measures in a multi-species groundfish fishery. Fishery management

compilation tables created for this study have been valuable tools in both research and

outreach (Appendices A and B). It is recommended that this type of systematic tracking

be instituted formally as a required exercise for management purposes and that these

materials should be made readily available to all stakeholders. The tracking of fishery

management change should be accompainied by a follow-up evaluation of the outcomes

of fishery management actions.

Trip limits and gear restrictions associated with the original 2000 footrope regulation

have since been adjusted. It will be necessary to continue monitoring responses in

fishing effort to evaluate sustained habitat protection. Depth-based spatial management
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closures were implemented in September 2002 and related closures continued into

2003. Rock habitats within reference sites were not protected by these depth-based

closures until May 2003. Therefore, the observed patterns in fishing effort reviewed

here were solely based on previous management strategies. Potential habitat recovery

from trawl impacts on rocky habitats in the studied reference areas began prior to the

full spatial closure. It is very likely that in the near future these depth-based

restrictions will be lifted in some areas or to some fishing gears and habitat protection

will continue to vary as closure boundaries shift.

Reference site areas have been identified where EFH recovery is likely occurring off the

coast of Oregon. These reference sites should be studied in situ as soon as possible to

begin answering fundamental questions regarding recovery rates of habitat in the

absence of trawling. There is a lack of published literature regarding both trawl impacts

on rocky habitat and its recovery upon removal of these impacts (Kaiser et al 2002,

Collie et al 2000). The largest research gaps are in determining event-response

relationships as a function of gear, recovery time, and habitat type especially in

naturally stable, structurally complex habitats such as rocky reef habitat. For benthic

communities that have experienced chronic fishing disturbance, it is not known whether

eventual recovery to a "former" (often unknown) state will occur if fishing is halted, or

if the system might have reached an alternative stable state from which it cannot simply

return following removal of fishing disturbances (lolling et al 1995, Holling 1973). lEt

is generally thought that at high fishing effort levels, initial reductions would decrease

impacts marginally but that benefits would be more apparent as effort declined even

further (NRC 2002). The reference sites identified in this study can be used in further

studies to provide additional insight in understanding such concepts.

Identifying both the distribution of benthic habitat types and the spatial extent and

intensity of fishing effort is critical for evaluating where fishing gear impacts take place

and how this in turn affects associated fish populations and their habitats (Johnson

2002, Meaden 2000). "Habitat" as defined in this study is fairly limited in the
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framework of groundfish EFH. Numerous studies have shown correlations between

demersal fish and various classifications of seafloor substrate (Nasby-Lucas et al 2002,

Yoklavich et a! 2000, McRea et al 1999, Stein et al 1992, Hixon et al 1991, Matthews

1989). New information on other aspects of fish-habitat associations could be

incorporated, such as depth, temperature, salinity, biogenic structure, and nutrient or

prey availability. By integrating new information on seafloor substrate at finer scales

or by including ecological habitat factors, examining the effects of fishing effort

distribution and intensity in the context of EFH would be enhanced.

Results also demonstrate the necessity of improving the spatial resolution of fishery

data to address current fishery management concerns. Limitations on spatial precision

are ultimately tied to the accuracy of the original positions recorded in logbooks. The

precision of location using GPS is an improvement over Loran A and C, which were the

shore-based navigation systems used prior to the implementation of GPS. Spatial

precision works to the fisherman's advantage because they can place their gear more

accurately with the aid of GPS chart-plotters and supplementary acoustic equipment

(Molyneaux 2002). Since the mid-1990's, the spatial precision of logbook data has

benefited from the use of GPS, requiring records of actual tow location in trawl

logbooks, and from observer's independent monitoring of fishing activities.

Implementation of electronic vessel logbook systems to monitor fisheries would be

effective in providing accurate and timely spatial data to improve fisheries management

(Meaden 2000, NRC 2000). These systems would also shorten the lag time that

currently occurs in the availability of data for management purposes. An electronic

logbook system would facilitate utilization of spatial data on fishing catch and effort as

a means to directly evaluate management of the fishery. Vessel monitoring systems

may assist in verifying spatial location and patterns of fishing from individual tows, but

this would require linkage to detailed fishing logbooks that host all of the other fields of

data associated with a fishing tow and particular fishing trip (Kemp and Meaden 2002,

Marrs et al 2002, Rijnsdorp 1998). At this point in time, VMS systems in the U.S. West

coast groundfish fishery may not be useful for management purposes other than basic
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enforcement of spatial area violations. Other fishing patterns, such as lifting trawl

doors and resetting the same tow in a different direction, circular tows, etc, can be better

addressed from detailed trawl track data from position loggers or frequent transmission

of VMS vessel location data. Until then, trawl towlines are one method by which we

can improve fishing effort resolution.

The issue of logbook and fishing effort confidentiality may need to be addressed in light

of recent spatial management measures and enforcement, as well as the idea that

fisheries are intended to be managed as a public-trust resource. Potential bias generated

from any changes in confidentiality (i.e. misreporting) would need to be addressed.

Certainly, care should be taken in selecting the use of GIS methods for analyzing

confidential data which is intended for aiding in the decision-making process to avoid

any public presentation of sensitive data in the resulting maps. The overhaul of data-

gathering and regulatory policies should include considerations for performing spatial

analysis of fleet distributions and fishing effort to better assist in sustainable long-term

fisheries management (Walters & Martell 2002, Pitcher 2001, NRC 2000).

Though extensive information is contained in logbooks, these data have been

underutilized in fisheries management (NRC 2000, Starr and Fox 1996). This study's

use of fishery-dependent logbook data demonstrates the extensive geographic and

temporal coverage that these data contain relative to fishery-independent data sources.

Research survey tows originating from reference sites were less than 1% of the fishing

intensity by commercial tows selected from the same sites. Observer coverage and

increases in collaborative research are incorporating more fishery-dependent data

sources into the management arena (NRC 2004). Examining the previous year's fishing

data before considering changes to regulations may work to alleviate concerns by

fishermen that fishery managers do not value the information they provide (Gilden and

Conway 2002, Kaplan 1998). With the recent shift to a two-year groundfish

management cycle through Amendment 17 to the groundfish FMP, this can now be a

realistic expectation when setting future policies and regulations.



The degree of interchange and support between associated marine disciplines such as

fisheries oceanography, benthic habitat mapping, stock assessment, fishery database

development, and spatial analysis is of critical importance for facilitating the evaluation

of fishery management. With increasing environmental awareness, spatial relationships

in marine fisheries management are developed by reaching agreements between often

conflicting demands. Various stakeholder interests must be clearly represented to

achieve optimal spatial balances in marine fishery-related issues. This study

emphasizes the types of analysis and data needed to better inform the decision-making

process for finding an optimal spatial balance between habitat conservation and fishing

effort.



CONCLUSION

The increasing incorporation of ecosystem perspectives into fishery management will

require understanding the spatial dynamics of both fish populations and fishery

exploitation. Recent concerns regarding essential fish habitat and the possible adverse

effects of bottom-fishing practices on such habitat highlight the need for and integrated

understanding of ecosystem dynamics and fishery activities. Careful review and

monitoring of spatial data from the US West Coast groundfish trawl fishery can assist in

evaluating the extent of habitat affected by fishing disturbances and which management

measures influence habitat conservation. This study demonstrated that the 2000 PFMC

footrope restriction and associated landing limits influenced the shifting of trawl

fishing effort away from rocky habitat off the Oregon coast. These rocky banks, which

serve as habitat for depleted rockfish (Sebastes spp.) stocks, are now protected from the

impacts of trawling. Methodologies developed in this study highlight the benefits of

increasing the spatial resolution of fishery data collection. The collection of fishery

data should strive for fine-scale resolution to make use of new spatial analyses to better

evaluate concerns of the diverse stakeholders in the marine environment. The

evaluation of complex fishery management measures can utilize the spatial linkages of

information on fish distribution, habitat, environmental parameters, and fishery

exploitation. New information on relationships between fish and habitat type, advances

in seafloor mapping and habitat classification, and ongoing changes in fishery

management will each contribute valuable information to future analyses of this type.

The research presented here demonstrates how interdisciplinary research and analysis

can resolve marine management challenges today and provide insight regarding the

spatial aspects of this challenge.
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Appendix A: Annual Acceptable Biological Catch, Harvest Guideline, and Allocation Tables for the
U.S. West Coast Groundfish Fishery (1995-2002)

Weight in metric tons, ABC divided by International North Pacific Fisheries Commission (INPFC) subareas
1995

ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CATCH (ABC) HARVEST GUIDELINE Nlocations
Limited Entry Open Access

Species Vancouver) Columbia) Eureka
)

Monterey Conception Total ABC mt
I %

HOUNDFISI-I:
Lingcod 1300 300 700 100 2400 2400 1210 80.9 290 19.1
Pacific cod 3200 c/ c/ c/ 3200
Pacific whiting 223000 223000 178400 ---

Sablefish 8700 425 9125 7100 5900 93.4 420 6.5
Jack mackerel 52600 --- 52600 52600 ---
FLATFISH:
Dover sole 2400 I 3000 2900 5000 1000 14300 13600 WOC, 2850 Col ---
English sole 2000 1100 3100 ---
Petrale sole 1200 500 I 800 I 200 2700 --- ---
Arrowtooth flounder 5800 5800 --- ---
Otherflatfish 700

J 3000
J 1700 I 1800 500 7700 ---

ROCKFISH:
Pacific ocean perch 0 I 0

I
c/

I c/
I Cl 0 1300 --

Shortbelly 23500 23500 23500 ---
Widow 7700 7700 6500 6260 96.3 240 3.7
Shortspine thornyhead 1000 --- 1000 1500 ---
Longspine thornyhead 7000 --- 7000 6000 ---
Sebastes Complex (north) 11900 11900 11800 10670 90.4 1130 9.6
Sebastes Complex (south) --- 13200 13200 13200 8760 67.4 4240 32.6
Bocaccio c/ 1700 1700 1700 1010 67.4 490 32.6
Canaiy 1000 250

( c/ 1250 850 780 91.2 70 8.8
Chilipepper Cl 4000 4000 --- ---

Yellowtail 1190 2970 2580 Cl 6740
4160 N 3760 90.4 400 9.6
2850 S 2330 90.4 250 9.6

REMAINING ROCKFISH 800 3700 7000 11500 --- ---
OTHER FISH p/ 2500 7000 1200

I 2000
I 2000 14700 ---



1996

ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CATCH (ABC) HARVEST GuIDELINE-r Allocations
Limited Entry Open Access

Species Vancouver Columbia Eureka Monterey Conception Total ABC
N mt

(
% j mt

ROUNDFISH:
Lingcod 1300 300 700 100 2400 2400 12101 80.9 290 T 19.1
Pacific cod 3200 c/ c/ c/ 3200 ---
Pacific whiting 265000 265000 212000
Sablefish 8700 425 9125 7800 6557 93.4 463 6.6
Jack mackerel 52600 52600 52600
FLATFISH:
Dover sole 820-1570

I
3000 2900 3160-43601 1000 10880-1283t 11050 WOC, 2850 Col

English sole 2000 1100 3100 ---

Petrale sole 1200 500
I

800
I

200 2700 --- ---

Arrowtooth flounder 5800 5800 --- ---

Other flatfish 700
I

3000 1700 1800 500 7700 ---

ROCKFISH:
Pacific ocean perch 0

I
0 7 c/ c/ c/ 0 750

hortbelly 23500 23500 23500
Widow 7700 7700 6500 6260 96.3 240 3.7

hortspine thornyhead 1000 --- 1000 1500 1496 99.75 4 0.25
Longspine thornyhead 7000 --- 7000 6000
Sebastes Complex (north) 11900 --- 11900 11200 10120 90.4 1080 9.6
Sebastes Complex (south) --- 13200 13200 13200 8760 67.4 4240 32.6

ocaccio c/ c/ 1700 1700 1700 1010 67.4 490 32.6
Canary 1000 250

I
c/

I
c/ 1250 850 780 91.2 70 8.8

Chilipepper c/ 4000 4000 --- --- ---

Yellowtail 1190 2970 2580 c/ 6740
3590 N 3250 90.4 350 9.6
2580 S 2330 90.4 250 9.6

REMAINING ROCKFISH 800 3700 7000 11500 --- -- ---

OTHER FISH p1 2500 7000 1200 2000 2000 14700 --- --- ---

Ui



1997

ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CATCH (ABC) HARVEST GUIDELINE COMMERCIAL
HARVEST

GUIDELINE

Allocations
Limited Entry Open Access

Species Vancouver Columbia Eureka Monterey Conception Total ABC nit % nit
I-IOUNDFISH:
Ungcod 1300 300 700 J 100 2400 2400 1500 1210 809 290 191

acific cod 3200 df d/
I

d/ 3200 --- ---

Pacific whitiri 290000 290000 232000 207000 ---
Sablefish 8700 425 9125 7800 7020 6557 93.4 463 6.6
J ck mackerel 52600 52600 52600 --- ---

LATFISft
Doversole 820-1570 3000 2900 3160-4360 1000 10880-12830 11O5OWOC,2850Col --- ---

nalish sole 2000 1100 3100 --- --- ---

P rale sole 1200 500
I

800
I

200 2700 --- --- ---

Ar owtooth flounder 5800 5800 --- --- ---
Other flaffish 700

I
3000 1700

I
1800

I
500 7700 - --- ---

KASH:
a c ocean perch 0

I 0 ci'
I

d/
I d/ 0 750 750 ---

belly 23500 23500 23500 23500 ---
w 7700 7700 6500 6500 6260 96.3 240 3.7
spine thornytlead 1000 1000 1380 1380 1376 99.75 3 0.25

L pinethorn,tead 700C} --- 7000 6000 6000 ---
Sebastes Complex (north) 7130 7130 6656 6656 6017 90.4 639 9.6
SebastEs Conplex (south) 9664 9664 9284 9284 6257 67.4 3027 326

io (south) --- 265 265 387 332 224 67.4 108 32.6
C (north) 1220 1220 1000 1000 912 91.2 90 8.8
Ch per d/ 4000 4000 --- ---

V wtail (north) 454 1984NJ,335S 1773 2762 2762 2497 90.4 265 9.6
AlNING ROCKFISH: 2295 1431 2295 N, 1431 S --- ---

k d/ 81 81 --- ---

io (north) 424 q' 424 --- --- ---

Can (south) q' 85 85 --- ---

Dark otched 209 47 256 --- --- ---
ocean perch (south) q/ 20 20 --- --- --- --- --edsw 768 d/ 768 --- -- ---

a hin 398 71 469 --- ---

rey 51 ci' 51 --- --- ---

se 274 868 1142 --- ---

Yelloweye 39 cii 39 --- --- ---
Yellowmouth 132 d/ 132 --- --- ---

Yellowtail (south) q/ 104
I

155 259 --- --- ---

Other rockfish 1842 3968 --- --- --- ---

OTHER FISH p/ 2500
I

7000 1200
I

2000
I

2000 14700 --- --- --- ---



ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CATCH (ABC) HARVEST GUIDELINE COMMERCIAL
HARVEST

GUIDELINE

Allocations
Limited Entry Open &ccesspecies Vancouver

I Columbia Eureka Monterey
I
Conception Total ABC mt

I mt
FOUNDFISH:
Lingcod 450 139 325 46 960 838 400 80.9 76 19.1Pacific cod 3200 d/ d/ d/ 3200
Pacific whiting 232000 232000 232000 207000
Sablefish (north) 5200 5200 4680 4212 3934 93.4 278 6.6Sablefish (south) 425 425 425 425
Jack mackerel 52600 52600 52600
FLATFISH:
Dover sole 8373 1b53 9426 8955 8955
English sole 2000 1100 3100
Petrale sole 1200 500 I 800

I 200 2700
Arrowtooth flounder 5800 5800
Other flatfish 700

I 3000 1700 I 1800
I 500 7700

ROCKFISH:
0 0 I d/ i dl I d/ 0Pacific ocean perch (north) 650 650

Shortbelly 23500 23500 23500 23500
Widow 5750 5750 4276 4276 4118 96.3 158 3.7

Shortspine thornyhead (north)
1000 (Includes 1 75 mt in Conception area north

of Pt. Conception) 1000 1082 N 1082 1079 99.75 3 0.25Shortspine thornyhead (south) 113 113 S 113
ongspine thornyhead (north) 4102 4102 3733 3733

Longspine thornyhead (south) 428 428 390 390
ebastes Complex (north) 8647 8647 7057 6778 6128 90A 651 9.69bastes Complex (south) 8999 8999 8439 6939 4677 67.4 2262 326Bocaccio (south) 11 230 230 230 190 128 67.4 57 32.6Canary (north) 1045 V 1045 1045 1045 953 91.2 90 8.8Chilipepper dl 3400 3400

Yellowtail (north) 3465 V 3465 3118 3118 2819 94 299 9.6REMAINING ROCKFISH: 2295 1401
ank dl 81 81

Bocaccio (north) 424 g/ 424
Canary (south) 85 85
Darkblotched 209 47 256
Pacific ocean perch (south) 20 20
Redstripe 768 d/ 768
Sharpchin 398 71 469
Silvergrey 51 dl 51
Solitnose 274 868 1142
Yelloweys 39 d/ 39
Yellowmouth 132 d/ 132
Yellowtail (south) q/ 74 I 155 229
Other rockfish 1842 3968
OTHER FISH p/ 2500

I 7000 1200
I

2000
J 2000 14700

-1



1999

ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CATCH (ABC) OY Commercial
O'(

Allocations (Total Catch HG's)
Lmited Access

Species Vancouver Columbia Eureka Monterey Conception Total ABC (Total CatchLJ
(Landed

Equivalent) (Total Catch) mt % mt %
UNDFISH:

n cod 450 139
I

325
I 46 960 730 666 419 uojio.ic Cod 3200 d/ 3200 - --- ---

__[_Q_
---

cwhiting 175000-232000 178000-232000 178000-232000 --- --- ---

fish (north of 36°) 9692 --- 9692 7919 7127 6414 5991 93.4 423 6.6
fish (south of 36°) --- 472 472 472 425 425 ---
Mackerel 52600 --- 52600 52600 52600

LAFiSH:
rsole 8373 1053 9426 426 8955 426 ---
hsole 2000 1100 3100 --- --- --- ---

sole 1200 [ 500
I

800 200 2700 --- --- --- ---

ooth flounder 5800 5800 --- --- ---
r atfish 700 I 3000 [ 1800

I 500 7700 --- --- --- ---
FISH:
oceanperch 695 U b5 595 Slit., 595 ---

belly 23500 23500 23500 23500 23500
w 5750 5750 5023 3962 4981 4797 96.3 184 3.7

1045 U 1045 857 689 807 736 91.2 71 8.8
er 8/ 3724 3724 3724 3724 3651 2461 67.4 1190 32.6So ccio U 230 230 230 230 150 101 67.4 49 32.6

Se U 868 868 868 729 868 ---
3465 U 3465 3435 2407 3403 3076 90.4 327 9.6

r thornyhead (north of 36°) 1261 --- 1261 1150 805 1150 1147 99.75 3 0.25
e thornyhead (South of 36°) --- 175/0 175 175 123 175 ---

ethornyhead (north of 36°) 4102 --- 4102 4102 3733 4102 ---
Lo ne thornyhead (south of 36°) --- 429/0 429 429 390 429 ---

s Complex (north) 8647 --- 8647 6617 5421 5785 5230 90.4 555 9.6
Complex (south) --- 4731 4731 2705 2705 1396 941 67.4 455 32.6
14G ROCKFISH: 2295 898 --- --- ---

k 8/ 81 81 --- --- --- ---
ck ill 8/

I 365 365 --- ---

Soc do (north) 424 q/ 424 --- --- --- ---

b otched 209 47 256 --- --- --- ---

rpe 768 8/ 768 --- --- --- ---
chin 398 71 469 --- --- --- ---

orey 51 8/ 51 --- --- --- -- --- -

olitnose 274 qf 274 --- --- --- ---
elloweye 39 8/ 39 --- --- --- ---
-,llowmouth 132 8/ 132 --- --- --- --- ---
ellowtai) (south) ci! 74

I 155 229 --- --- --- ---

Canary (south) ci! 85 85 --- --- ---

Pacific ocean perch (south) qJ 20 20 --- --- --- --- ---
Other rockfish 1842 3603 --- --- --- --- ---
OTHER FISH p/ 2500 j 7000 1200

I
2000

I
2000 14700 --- --- --- --- ---



'Zulu]

ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CATCH (ABC) OY Commercial
OY

Allocations (Total Catch HG'S)
Limited Entry Open Access

pecies Vancouver Columbia Eureka
I Monterey

I Conception Total ABC (Total Catch) (Total Catch) mt % mt
J %

ROUNDFISH:
ingcod 450 250 700 378 163 132] 81 31 19

Pacific Cod 3200 3200 na 3200
acific whiting 232000 232000 232000 199500
ablefish (north of 36°) 9692 9692 7919 6385 5785 90.6 600.2 9.4
ablefish (south of 36°) 472 472 472 472

FLATFISH:
Dover sole 8373 1053 46 94e 9405
English sole 2000 1100 3100 na
Petrale sole 1450 500 I 800

I 200 2950 na
Prrowtooth flounder 5800 5800 na
Other flatfish 700 jmort

I
1700

I
1800 500 7700 na

ROCKFISH:
Pacific ocean perch 713 713 270 270

hortbelly 13900 13900 13900 13900
idow 5750 5750 4333 4282 4154 97 128 3

anary 287 287 200 120 105 87.7 15 12.3
hilpepper e/ 3681 3681 2000 1955 1089 55.7 866 443
ocaccio e/ 164 164 100 55 31 55.7 24 44.3

litnose e/ 820 820 615 615
Yellowtail 3539 e/ 3539 3539 3449 3163 91.7 286 8.3

hortspine thornyhead (north of 36°) 1261 1261 970 960 957 99.7 3 0.3
hortspine thornyhead (south of 36°) 175/0 175 175 175 -.-
ongspine thornyhead (north of 36°) 4102 4102 4102 4099

Longspine thornyhead (south of 36°) 429/0 429 429 429
owcod e/

I
19 5 24 <5 <5

inor Rocklish (north) 5693 5693 3814 3048 2795 91.7 253 8.3
inor Rockfish (south) 3457 3457 1899 1328 740 55.7 588 44.3
ank e/ 81 81 .--
ack 1200 e/ 1200 ..- --.

ckgill e/ 440 440
ocaccio (north) 424 e/ 424 ---

lipepper (north) 43 e/ 43 --
rkblotched 237 19 256 --- ---

R tfstripe 768 e/ 768
rrpchin 409 60 469 ---

vergrey 51 e/ 51 --- ---

itnose 322 e/ 322 --.

loweye 39 e/ 39 --- ---
owmouth 132 e/ 132 ---

'owtail (south) ..- 155 155
her rockfish 2068 2702 --- ---

THER FISH p/ 2500
I 7000 1200

I
2000

I 2000 14700 --- --- ---



2000

OY (Total Catch) Allocations (total catch)
Total Catch Total Catch Recreational Commercial Limited Entry Open Access

Species ABC OY Estimate OY mt % mt %
Minor Rockfish North 5693 3814 766 3048 2795 91.7 253 8.3

Nearshore 1072 707 365 172 na 193 na
Shelf 1242 59 1183 1133 na 50 na
Slope 1500 0 1500 1490 na 10 na

Minor Rockfish South 3457 1899 571 1328 740 55.7 588 44.3
Nearshore 680 379 301 68 na 233 na
Shelf 787 192 595 337 na 258 na
Slope 432 0 432 335 na 97 na



2001

ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CATCH (ABC) OV Commercial
OY

Allocations (Total Catch HGs)
Limited Entry Open Access

Species Vancouver Columbia Eureka Monterevonception Total ABC (Total Catch) (Total Catch) mt % mt %
HOUNDFISH:
Lingcod 610 509 1119 611 251 203 81 48]19PacifIC Cod 3200 ft 3200 --- 3200 ---
Pacific Whiting 190400 190400 190400 162900 ---
Sablefish(northof36°) 7661 --- 7661 6895 6181 5600 90.6 581 9.4
cablefish (south of 36°) --- 425 425 212 212
FLATFISH:
[Joversole 7151 1053 8204

-
7677 j 7610 ---

Englishsole 2000 1100 3100 --- --- --- --- -

Petrale sole 1262 500
I

800
J 200 2762 --- --- ---

A wtooth flounder 5800 5800 --- --- ---
h r flatfish 700 3000 1700 1800 j 500 7700 ---

KEISH:
P cOceanPerch 1541 --- 1541 303 303 ---

o belly 13900 13900 13900 13900 ---
d w 3727 3727 2300 2260 2192 97 68 3

ry 228 228 93 44 39 87.7 5 12.3
pper ft 2700 2700 2000 1985 1106 55.7 879 44.3

ccio f/ 122 122 100 52 29 55.7 23 44.3It ose ft 615 615 461 461 ---
wtail 3146 ft 3146 3146 3086 2830 91.7 256 8.3
spine thornyhead (north of 36°) 757 --- 757 689 685 683 99.7 2 0.27
spine thornyhead (south of 36°) --- 123 123 62 62 62 99.7 0 0.27

L spine thornyhead (north of 36°) 2461 --- 2461 2461 2453 --- ---
L ngpinethornyhead (south of 36°) --- 390 390 195 195 --- ---

wcod ft 19 --- 19 2.4 0 --- ---
ft --- 5 5 2.4 0 --- ---

rkblotched 302-349 302.349 130 130 127 97.7 3 2.3
or Rockfish (north) 4823 --- 4823 3137 2492 2254 90.4 238 9.6
or Rockfish (south) --- 3556 3556 2040 1090 597 55.7 493 44.3
IIAINING ROCKFISH: 2755 854 --- --- --- -.- ---

nk ft 350 350 --- --- --- ---
ack 1115 --- 1115 --- --- --- ---

I ckgill ft 343 --- ---
ccio (north) 318 --- 318 --- --- --- ---
epper (north) 32 --- 32 --- --- --- ---

trjpe 576 ft 576 --- --- --- ---
sharpchin 307 45 352 --- --- --- ---
silvergrey 38 ft 38 --- --- --- ---
splitnose 242 ft 242 --- --- --- --- ---
elloweye 29 ft 29 --- --- --- --- ---

"ellowmouth 99 ft 99 --- ---
yellowtail (south) 0 116 116 --- --. --- --- ---
Other rockfish 2068 2702 --- --- --- --- --- ---
OTHER FISH pt 2500 7000 1200 2000

I
2000 14700 --- --- --- --- ---



2001

OY (Total Catch) Allocations (total catch)
Total Catch Recreational Commercial Limited Entry Open AccessTotal Catch

Species ABC OY Estimate OY Mt % Mt %
Minor Rockfish North 4823 3137 645 2492 2254 90.4 238 9.6

Nearshore 987 575 412 222 na 190 na
Shelf 990 70 920 880 na 40 na
Slope 1160 0 1160 1152 na 8 na

Minor Rockfish South 3556 2040 950 1090 597 55.7 493 44.3
Nearshore 662 550 112 34 na 78 na
Shelf 739 400 339 129 na 210 na
Slope 639 0 639 434 na 195 na



2002

ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CATCH (ABC) OY Commercial
OY

Allocations (total catch HG's)
Limited Entry Open AccessSpecies Vancouver Columbia Eureka Monterey Conception Total ABC (Total Catch) (Total Catchj mt % mt

EiOUNDFISH:
Lingcod 745 745 577 251 203
Pacific Cod 3200

I ft 3200 3200
.....L. __5._ __Ji._

Pacific Whiting 166000 166000 129600 106920
ablefish (north of 36°) 4644 4644 4367 3906 3539 90.6 367 9.4
ablefish (south of 36°) 333 333 229 229
.ATFlSH:

over sole 8510 8510 7440 7368 -

nglish sole 2000 1100 3100 --- --.
Petrale sole 1262 500 800 200 2762 ---

'rowtoofh flounder 5800 5800 --- -

Otherflatfish 700 3000 1700
I

1800 500 7700 --. --.
OCKFISH:

Pacific Ocean Perch 640
I .-. 640 350 350

hortbelly 13900 13900 13900 13900 --- -

Widow 3727 3727 856 853 827 97 26 3
anary 228 228 93 44 39 87.7 5 12.3

Chilipepper ft 2700 2700 2000 1985 1106 557 879 44.3
ocaccio ft 122 122 100 44 25 55.7 19 44.3litnose ft 615 615 461 461 ---

Yellowtail 3146 ft 3146 3146 3131 2871 91.7 260 8.3
hortspinethornyhead 1004 1004 955 948 945 99.73 3 0.27

Longspine thornyhead (north of 36°) 2461 2461 2461 2455 --- ---
Longspine thornyhead (south of 36°) --- 390 390 195 195 --- -..

owcod ft 19 --- 19 2.4 0 --. -.-
ft 5 5 2.4 0 --- ---

elloweye 22 5 0 27 13.5 3.69 ... .--
rkblotched 187 187 168 168 163 5

Minor Rockfish (north) 4795 --- 4795 3115 2442 2239 91.7 203 8.3
Minor Rockfish (south) 3506 3506 2015 1283 714 55.7 569 44.3

MAINING ROCKFISH: 2727 854 .-- .-- -..
bank ft 350 350
hlack 615

I 500 1115 --. --- --- -.-
blackgill ft 75 268 343 --- .-- .--
bocaccio (north) 318 318 --- --- -

hilipepper (north) 32 32 -.-
redstripe 576 ft 576
tharpchin 307 45 352
silvergrey 38 ft 38 ---
splitnose 242 ft 242 --- --- .--
'ellowmouth 99 ft 99 ---

"ellowtail (south) --- 116 116 ---
Other rockfish 2068 2652 ---
OTHER FISH p1 2500

I
7000 1200 2000

I
2000 14700 ---



2002

OY (Total Catch) Allocations (total catch)
Total Catch Recreational Commercial Limited Entry Open AccessTotal Catch

Species ABC OY Estimate OY Mt % Mt %
Minor Rockfish North 4795 3115 673 2442 2239 91.7 203 8.3

Nearshore 987 663 324 161 na 163 na
Shelf 968 10 958 928 na 30 na
Slope 1160 0 1160 1150 na 10 na

Minor Rockfish South 3506 2015 732 1283 714 55.7 569 44.3
Nearshore 662 532 130 23 na 107 na
Shelf 714 200 514 194 na 320 na
Slope 639 0 639 497 na 142 na



Appendix A - Modified footnotes used in compilation of tables above:

(For complete footnotes retrieve annual ABC-OY tables from final rules published in the U.S. Federal Register.)

c/ These species are not common nor important in the areas footnoted. Accordingly, for convenience, Pacific cod is included in the
"other fish" category for the areas footnoted, and rockfish species are included in the "remaining rockfish" category for the areas

footnoted only.

d/ These species are not common nor important in the areas footnoted. Accordingly, for convenience, Pacific cod is included in the

"other fish" category for the areas footnoted, and rockfish species are included in the "other rockfish" category for the areas footnoted
only.

e/ These species are not common nor important in the areas footnoted. Accordingly, for convenience, Pacific cod is included in the
"other fish" category for the areas footnoted, and rockfish species are included in the "minor rockfish" category for the areas footnoted
only.

f/ "Other species," these are neither common nor important to the commercial and recreational fisheries in the areas footnoted.

Accordingly, Pacific cod is included in the non-commercial OY of "other fish" and rockfish species are included in either the "other

rockfish" or "remaining rockfish" for the areas footnoted only.

p/ Includes sharks, skates, rays, ratfish, morids, grenadiers, and other groundfish species.

q/ There is a separate ABC for this species and area which is not included in "remaining rockfish" or "other rockfish."

tJ Remaining rockfish: Prior to 1997, this category included all species in the Sebastes complex that did not have an individual ABC,

and therefore included species that, starting in 1997, are designated as "other rockfish." Since 1997, "remaining rockfish" includes

only those species and areas listed in the table.



Appendix B: Compilation of Limited Entry Trawl Fishery Cumulative Catch Trip Limits, Including In-season
Changes for the U.S. West Coast Groundfish Fishery (1995-2002)

iESfGRUPS 1JANUARV1 EEBRUARV1 MARCH i APRIL 1 MAY I JUNE JULY
I AUGUST I SEPTEMBERj OCTOBER1 NOVEMBER1 DECEMBERuU

(COASIWIDE)

Original 60 FR 2331, Jan 9 1995 10000 lb. I trip Primary Season
I 10000 lb.! trip

Revised 60 FR 38519, July27 1995 10000 lb.! trip Primary Season 10000 lb. / trio
Original 61 FR 279, Jan 4 1996 10000 lb. ! trip Primary Season 10000 lb. / trip
Original 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997 10000 lb. / trip Primary Season 10000 lb. / trip
Original 63 FR 419, Jan 6 1998 10000 lb. ! trip Primary Season 10000 lb.! trip
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4, 2000 20000 lb. / trip Primary Season 20000 lb.! trip
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 20000 lb.! trip Primary Season 20000 lb. trip
Revised 66 FR 63201, Dec 5 2001 20000 lb. ! trip Primary Season 120000 lb.! tn
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 20000 lb. ! trip Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 20000 1b ! trip

I Primary Season
I 20000 lb / trip

ACIFIC OCEAN PERCH
COAS1WIDE)

Original 60 FR 2331, Jan 9 1995 6000 lb.! month
Original 61 FR 279, Jan 4 1996 10000 lb.! 2 months
Revised 61 FR 35143, July 5 1996 10000 lb. / 2 months

I 8000 lb. / 2 months
Original 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997 8000 lb. / 2 months
Original 63 FR 419, Jan 6 1998 8000 lb.! 2 months
Revised 63 FR 45966, Aug28 1998 8000 lb. / month

I 4000 lb.! month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 4000 lb.! month
Original 65 FR 221,Jan 4, 2000 500 lb.! month 2500 lb.! month 500 lb.! month
Revised 65 FR 25881, May 42000 500 lb.! month 2000 lb. / month 500 lb. / month
Revised 65 FR 45308, July21 2000 500 lb.! month 2500 lb. / month 500 lb.! month
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 1500 lb.! month 2500 lb.! month 1500 lb.! month
Revised 66 FR 35388, July 52001 1500 lb. / month 2500 lb. ! month 3500 lb. / month 1500 lb. / month
Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 1500 lb. / month 2500 lb. ! month 3500 lb.! month I Closed
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 2000 lb.! month Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 2000 lb. / month 4000 lb.! month

I 2000 lb. / month
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 2000 lb. ! month 4000 lb. ! month 4000 lb. ! 2 months
Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 132002 2000 lb. ! month 4000 lb.! month 4000 lb.! 2 months I 2000 lb.! month



SPECIES! ROIJPS
DISCO LEX COASTWIDE
iABLEF1SH Coastwde
Original 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997

JANU Y FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AU SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVE ER 0 MBE

12000 lb. / 2 months
Original 63 FR 419, Jan 6 1998 5000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 63 FR 24970, May 6 1998 5000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 63 FR 45966, Aug 28 1998 5000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. /2 months 3000 lb. / month
Revised 63 FR 64209, Nov 19 1998 5001) lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / 2 months 3000 lb. / month

I 5000 lb. / month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 13000 lb. / months 10000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / month
Revised 64 FR 24062, May 5 1999 13000 lb. / months 12000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / month
Revised 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999 13000 lb. / months 12000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb. / 2 months 7000 lb. / month
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 42000 7000 lb. / 2 months (22' size hmit 10000 lb. / 2 months (22" size limit) 3500 lb. / mo. (22' size limit)
Revised 65 FR 59752, Oct 6 2000

(Coastwlde)

7000 lb. /2 months (22" size limit) 10000 lb. / 2 months (22" size limit) 120001b /2 mos (no size limit) 6000lb /mo (rio size limit)

10000 lb. /2 monthsOriginal 63 FR 419, Jan 61998
Revised 63 FR 24970, May 6 1998 10000 lb. / 2 months 12000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 63 FR 45966, Aug 28 1998 10000 lb. / 2 months 12000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / month
Revised 63 FR 53313, Oct 5 1998 10000 lb. / 2 months 12000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / month 7500 lb. / month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 12000 lb. / 3 montlis 8000 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / month
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 42000 12000 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. I month
Revised 65 FR 25881, May 42000 2000 lb. / 2 months (typo?) 4000 lb. / 2 months j 6000 lb. / month
Revised 65 FR 45308, July21 2000 12000 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb / 2 months 6000 lb I month

HORT$PINETHORNYHEAD
(Coastwide
Original 63 FR 419, Jan 6 1998 4000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 63 FR 24970, May 6 1998 4000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 63 FR 45966, Aug28 1998 4000 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / 2 months 2500 lb. / month
Revised 63 FR 64209, Nov 19 1998 4000 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / 2 months 2500 lb. / month 1 1500 lb./ month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 3000 lb. / 3 months

I 2000 lb. / 2 months 1000 lb. / month
Original 65 FR 221. Jan 42000 3000 lb. / 2 months 1000 lb. / 2 months 1500 lb. / month
DOVERSOLE(Coastwide)
Original 63 FR 419, Jan 6 1998 40000 lb. 2 / months 18000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 63 FR 24970, May 6 1998 40000 lb. 2 / months 18000 lb. / 2 months 22000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 63 FR 45966 Aug 28 1998 40000 lb. 2 / months 18000 lb. I 2 months 22000 lb. / 2 months 11000 lb. I month
Revised 63 FR 64209 Nov 19 1998 40000 lb. 2/ months 18000 lb. / 2 months 22000 lb. /2 months 11000 lb. I month

I 36000 lb. I month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 81999 70000 lb./3 months 20000 lb. /2 months 22000 lb./month
Revised 64 FR 24062, May 5 1999 70000 lb. / 3 months 25000 lb. / 2 months

I 20000 lb. / 2 months 22000 lb. / month
Original 65 FR 221,Jan 4, 2000 55000 lb. I 2 months

I 20000 lb. / 2 months
I 20000 lb. / month



CIE OUPS JANUARY FEB AllY ARCH RIL MAY
OTS COMPLEX (NO

JU E JUL A UST $ M ER Cr0 ER NOVEM R DE MBER

Original 60 FR 2331, Jan 9 1995 350001b/mo: up to 20000 thomyheads (no more than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole isremaining limit after thornyheads & sablefish
350001b/mo: up to 20000 thornyheads

(no more than 4000 may be shortspine),
up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is
remaining limit atter thornyheads & 35000lblrno: up to 15000 thomyheads (no more than 3000 may be shortspine), upto 6000 sablefish, dover sole is remainingRevised 60 FR 16811, April 3 1995 sablefish limit after thornyheads & sablefish

350001b/mo:
upto 15000
thornyheads

(no more
than 3000

may be
shortspine),
up to 6000
sablefish,

350001b/mo: up to 20000 thornyheads dover sole is
(no more than 4000 may be shortspine) remaining

up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is limit after
remaining limit after thornyheads & thornyheads 350001b/mo: up to 15000 thomyheads (no more than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 7000 sablefish, dover sole

Revised 60 FF122303, May 5 1995 sablefish & sablefish is remaining limit r4'er thornyheads & sablefish

350001b/mo:
up to 15000
thomyheads

(no more
than 3000

may be
shortspine),
up to 6000
sablefish,

350001b/mo: up to 20000 thomyheads dover sole is
(no more than 4000 may be shortspine), remaining 350001b/mo: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more

UP 106000 sablefish, dover sole is limit after than 3000 may be shortspine), up 107000 350001b/mo: up to 8000 thornyhesds (no more than 1500
remaining limit after thomyheads & thornyheads sabletish, dover sole is remaining limit alter may be shortspine), up to 7000 sablefish, dover sole is

Revised 60 FR 46538, Sept 7 1995 sablefish & sablefish thornyheads & sablefish remaining limit after thomyheads & sHefish

35000lb/mo:
upto 15000
thornyheads

(no more
than 3000

may be
shortspine),
up to 6000
sablefish,

35000lb/mo: up to 20000 thornyheads dover sole is 30001b/mo
(no more than 4000 may be ahortapine), remaining 350001b1mo: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more 35000lb/rno: up to 8000 Ihomyheads (no dover sole,

up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is limit after than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 7000 more than 1500 may be shortspine), up to thornyheads
remaining limit after thornyheads & thomyheads ssblefish, dover sole is remaining limit after 7000 sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit and sablefishRevised 60 FR 58527. Nov28 1995 sablefish & sablefish thomyheads & sablefish after thornyheads & sablefish closed



.EJ,4RoUP$ 1JM4JARYiFEBRUAfl MA,w.H APRU. MAY I JUNE 'JULY AUGUST 1 SEP BER OCT00 NO M EMS S,DcOjr-LEX0Rrn,

Original 61 FR 279 Jan 4 1996 700001b/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and sablefish.
70000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more than 4000 may be
shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after 70000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more than 4000 may be shortspine), up to

Revised 61 FR 35143 July 5 1996 thornyheads and sablefish. 12000 sablefish, up to 38000 dover sole.
Original 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997 70000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, up to 38000 dover sole.

70000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more
than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, 700001b!2mos: up to 20000 thorriyheads (no more than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, up toRevised 62 FR 24845, May 7 1997 up to 38000 dover sole. 38000 dover sole.

700001b!2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more 70000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more 285001b/mo: up to 7500 thornyheads (no more than 1500
than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 may be shortspine), up to 6000 sablefish, up to 15000 dover

Revised 62 FR 36228, July 7 1997 up to 38000 dover sole. sablefish, up to 38000 dover sole, sole.

285001b/mo:
up to 7500

thornyheads
(no more than
1500 may be

shortspine), up
to 6000

70000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more 700001b!2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more sablefish, up to 1 l000lb!mo: up to 7500 thornyheads (no
than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 15000 dover more than 1500 may be shortspine), up to

Revised 62 FR 51814, Oct 3 1997 up to 38000 dover sole. sablefish, up to 38000 dover sole, sole. 2000 sablr"h, up to 1500 dover sole.

28500lb/mo: 1 l000lb!mo:
up to 7500 up to 7500

thornyheads thornyheads
(no more than (no more than
l500maybe l500maybe

shortspine), up shortspine), l6000lb!mo: up to 10000
to 6000 up to 2000 thornyheads (no more than

70000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more 70000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more sablefish, up to sablefish, up 3000 may be shortspine), up
than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 15000 dover to 1500 dover to 3000 sablefish, up to 3000Revised 62 FR 61700. Nov 19.1997 up to 38000 dover sole. sablefish, up to 38000 dover sole, sole, sole. dover sole.SABLEFISH(rth)

Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 5000 lb. /2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months
I 5000 lb. / 2 monthsRevised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 5000 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months

I ClosedEmergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 6000 lb. / 2 months Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 6000 lb. / 2 months 3500 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / 2 months 3500 lb. / 2 months 2500 lb. / 2 monthsPevised 67 FR 30604, May 72002 6000 lb. / 2 months 3500 lb. / 2 months 3000 lb.! 2 months 3500 lb. / 2 months 2500 lb. / 2 monthsRevised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 6000 lb. / 2 months j 3500 lb.! 2 months 3000 lb. / 2 months Closed

I JSOOlb!2mos In times & areas
Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002 6000 lb. / 2 months j3500 lb. /2 months 3000 lb. I 2 months where open 1250 lb. / month

I 3500lb/2mos In times & areas
Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 6000 lb. I 2 months 3500 lb. I 2 months 3000 lb. I 2 months where open 2600 lb. / 2 months



S E G OUPS
L NGSPINE TM RNVHEAD North
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001

JANUARY 1 PEBRUARY t MARCH J APRIL
1 MAY I JUNE j JULY 1 AUGUST 1 SEPTEMBER [ OCrOBER I NOVEMBER I DECEMBER

6000 b./ 2 months
Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 6000 lb. / 2 months Closed
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan Ii
2002 10000 lb. / 2 months Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 10000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / 2 months 3000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb. / 2 months 2000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 67 FR 30604, May 72002 10000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. / 2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb. / 2 months 2000 lb.! 2 months
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 10000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. !2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months closed

Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002 10000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. !2 months 1500 lb. ! 2 months
l0000lb!2mos In times &

areas where open j 1000 lb. ! month

Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4 2002 10000 lb. / 2 months 6000 lb. ! 2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months
l0000lb!2mos In times &

areas where ooen j 8000 lb. ! 2 months
HORTSPINE THORNYHEAD (Northi
riginal 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 1500 lb. /2 months
evised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 1500 lb. / 2 months

I Closed
mergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
002 2600 lb. / 2months Not yet defined

Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 2600 lb. / 2months 2000 lb.! 2 months 2600 lb.! 2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months
Revised 67 FR 30604, May 7 2002 2600 lb. / 2rnonths 2000 lb. / 2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months 2600 lb. /2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 2600 lb. / 2months 2000 lb. /2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months Closed

Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002 2600 lb. / 2 months 2000 lb. /2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months
26001b/2mos in times and

areas where open 750 lb. / month

Revised 67 FR 62204. Oct 4. 2002 2600 lb. / 2 months 2000 lb. / 2 months 1500 lb. / 2 months
26001b/2mos in times and

areas where ooen 2200 lb. / 2 months
DOVERSOLE (North
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 65000 lb.!? months 20000 lb.! 2 months
Revised 66 FR 35388, July 52001 65000 lb. 2 months 20000 lb. / 2 months 15000 lb. / 2 months j 7500 lb. I mo.
Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 52001 65000 lb. 2 months 20000 lb.! 2 months 15000 lb. / 2 months j 7500 lb. / mo. Closed
Revised 66 FR 63201, Dec 52001 65000 lb. 2 months 20000 lb. /2 months 15000 lb. /2 months 17500 lb. / mo. Closed 11000 lb. / trip

mergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
002 30000 lb.! 2 months Not yet defined

Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 30000 lb.! 2 months 28000 lb.! 2 months 14000 lb.! 2 months
I 28000 lb. /2 months 20000 lb.! 2 months 14000 lb.! 2 months

Revised 67 FR 30604, May 72002 30000 lb. / 2 months 28000 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. /2 months 20000 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 30000 lb.! 2 months 28000 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. /2 months Closed

Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002 30000 lb. / 2 months 28000 lb. ! 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months
200001b!2mos - in times and

areas where open 7000 lb. / month

Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4 2002 30000 lb. / 2 months 28000 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months
20000lb!2mos - in times and

areas where open

220001b/2mos provided only
LgFR or midwater trawl gear
is used to land any grndfsh
species during entire limit

period. If SmFR used at any
time in any area (N or 5)

during the entire limit period,
then I 20001b!2mos.



SPEC(E8'GR NUARY FEB ARY M H APRtL MA J NE J AUG SE ER 0010 R YE BER ECE ERDTSC PLE H

Original 60 FR 2331 Jan 9 1995 500001b/2mos: up to 20000 thomyeads (no more than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and sablefish.
50000Fbf2mos: up to 20000

thornyheads (no more than 4000 may
be shortspirle), up to 6000 sablefish,

dover sole is remaining limit after 50000lb/2nios: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is remaining
Revised 60 FR 16811, April 3 1995 thornyheads and sablefish. limit after thomyheads and sablefish.

500001b/mo:
upto 15000
thomyheads

(no more
than 3000

may be
shortspine),
up to 6000
sablefish,

S0000lb/mo: up to 20000 thornyheads dover sole is
(no more than 4000 may be shortspine), remaining

up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is limit after
remaining limit after thornyheads & thornyheads 500001b/mo: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 7000 sablefish, dover sole

Revised 60 FR 22303, May 5 1995 sablefish & sablefish is remaining limit fter thornyheads & sablefish

50000lb/mo:
upto 15000
thomyheads

(no more
than 3000

may be
shortspine),
up to 6000
sablefish,

500001b/mo: up to 20000 thomyheads dover sole is
(no more than 4000 may be shortspine), remaining 500001b/mo: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more

up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is limit after than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 7000 500001b/mo: up to 8000 thornyheads (no more than 1500
remaining limit after thornyheads & thornyheads sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after may be shortspine), up to 7000 sablefish, dover sole is

Revised 60 FR 46538. Sept 7 1995 sablefish & sablefish thornyheads & sablefish remainino limit after thornyheads & srtefish

S0000lb/mo:
up to 15000
thomyheads

(no more
than 3000

may be
shortspine),
up to 6000
sablefish,

500001b/mo: up to 20000 thomyheads dover sole is 3000lb/mo
(no more than 4000 may be shortspine), remaining 500001b/mo: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more 500001b/mo: up to 8000 thornyheads (no dover sole,

up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is limit after than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 7000 more than 1500 may be shortspine), up to thornyheads
remaining limit after thornyheads & thornyheads sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after 7000 sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit and sablefishRevised 60 FR 58527, Nov 28 1995 sabletish & sabletish thomyheads & sablefish after thomyheads & sablefish closed



SPE 1GROUPS JANUARY F B UAR MARCH A L MA 4 E JULY AU ST SEPTE ER OCTO E NOV MBER DEC BER
DTS COMPLEX (SOUTH)

Original 61 FR 279, Jan 4 1996 l00000lb!2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and sablefish.

Original 62 FR 700, Jan 61997 l00000lb!2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and sablefish.
1 00000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more

than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish,
dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and l00000lb/2mos: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, dover

Revised 62 FR 24845, May 7 1997 sablefish. sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and sablefish.
1 00000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more 1 00000lb/2mos: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more

than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, than 3000 may be shortspirie), up to 12000 500001b!mo: up to 7500 thornyheads (no more than 1500
dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after may be shortspine), up to 6000 sablefish, dover sole is

Revised 62 FR 36228, July 7 1997 sabletish. thornyheads and sablefish. remainina limit after thornyheads and sablefish.

50000lb!mo:
up to 7500

thornyheads
(no more than
1500 may be

shortspine), up
to 6000

sablefish,
dover sole is

l00000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more l00000lb/2mos: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more remaining limit
then 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 after 395001b/mo: up to 7500 thornyheads (no

dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheada more than 1500 may be shortspine), up to
Revised 62 FR 51814, Oct 3 1997 sablefish. thornyheads and sablefish. and sablefish 2000 sable'h, up to 30000 dover sole.

500001b/mo:
up to 7500

thornyheads
(no more than 395001b/mo:
1500 may be up to 7500

shortspine), up thornyheads
to 6000 (no more than

sablefish, 1500 may be
dover sole is shortspine), 43000lb/mo: up to 10000

1 00000lb/2mos: up to 20000 thornyheads (no more I 00000lb/2mos: up to 15000 thornyheads (no more remaining limit up to 2000 thornyheads (no more than
than 4000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 sablefish, than 3000 may be shortspine), up to 12000 after sablefish, up 3000 may be shortspine), up

dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads and sablefish, dover sole is remaining limit after thornyheads to 30000 to 3000 sablefish, up to
Revised 62 FR 61700. Nov 19.1997 sablefish. thornvheads and sablefish. and sablefish. dover sole. 30000 dover sole.
SABLEH$H (South)
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 8000 lb. / 2 months 11000 lb.! 2 months

I 8000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 52001 8000 lb.! 2 months 11000 lb. /2 months

I Closed
emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 4500 lb. / 2 months Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 4500 lb. / 2 months
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Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 6000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 6000 lb. / 2 months

I Closed
emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 10000 lb. / 2 months Not yet defined
Or9nal 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 10000 lb. / 2 months

HORTSPINE THORNYHEAD (Sout
riginal 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 1500 10./ 2 months
evised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 1500 lb. / 2 months Closed
mergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
002 2600 lb. / 2rnonths Not yet defined
riginal 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 2600 lb. / 2months
I I//ER SOLE (S(li)
riginal 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 35000 lb. / 2 months
evised 66 FR 35388, July 52001 35000 lb. / 2 months 30000 lb. /2 months 15000 lb. (mo.
evised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 35000 lb. / 2 months 30000 lb. / 2 months 15000 lb. / mo. Closed
evised 66 FR 63201, Dec 52001 35000 lb. / 2 months 30000 lb. / 2 months 15000 lb. / mo. Closed 11000 lb. / trip

Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 22000 lb. /2 months Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 22000 lb / 2 months
ARROWTOOTh FL.OUNDER
Goastwlde)

Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4 2000 10000 lb. / trip No pound limit, but small tootrope required 10000 lb. / trip
Revised 65 FR 25881, May 42000 10000 lb. / trip Sm footrope: no lb. limit, Lg footrope: included in "all other flatfish" trip limit 10000 lb. / trip

Sm footrope: no pound limit
LgFR: "all other fltfsh"

Revised 65 FR 45308, July21 2000 10000 lb. / trip limit Lg footrope: 5000 lb. / trip 10000 lb. / trip
Sm footrope: no pound limit

LgFR: "all other flttsh"
Revised 65 FR 59752, Oct 6 2000 10000 lb. / trip limit Lg footrope: 5000 lb. / trip 20000 lb. / trip
ARROWTOOThFLOUNDER (North)

Small footrope: 30000 lb. / month for all flatfish except Dover sole. Large footrope:
arrowtooth flounder 5000 lb. / trip, petrale sole prohibited, rex sole included in all

Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 20000 lb. / trip other flatfish, all other flatfish 1000 lb. / trip. 20000 lb. / trip

Sm footrope: 500001b/mo
no more than 15000 may

be patrale and 10000 Sm footrope: 45000lb/mo- no more than
may be arrowtooth. Lg 15000 may be petrale, arrowtooth

footropa: 1 5000/trp(May), 7500/trp not to exceed 30000/mo. Lg
5000/trp(June). Petrale footrope: arrowtooth 5000/trp not to

prohib., rex included in all exceed 30000/mo, petrale 1 00/trp, rex
other titfish, all other included in all other fltfish, all other flttish

Revised 66 FR 35388, July 52001 20000 lb. / trip fltfish 1 000/trp. 1000/trp. 20000 lb. / trip
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FLOUNDER iNorth

Sm footrope: 500001b/mo
no more than 15000 may

be patrale and 10000 Sm footrope: 450001b/mo- no more than
may be arrowtooth. Lg 15000 may be petrale, arrowtooth

footrope: 1 5000/trp(May) 7500/trp not to exceed 30000/mo. Lg
5000/trp(June). Petrale footrope: arrowtooth 5000/trp not to

prohib., rex included in al exceed 30000/mo, petrale 1 00/trp, rex
other fltfish, all other included in all other fltfish, all other fltfish Sm & Lg footrope: 50001b/trip not to exceed

Revised 66 FR 50851,Oct 52001 20000 lb. / trip fltfish 1000/trp. 1000/trp. 300001b/mo.
Original 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 2002 30000 lb. / trip I Not yet defined
Revised 67 FR 10490, March 7 2002 30000 lb. / trip Sm footrope: 7500 lb/trip, no more than 30000 lb/month 30000 lb. / trip

Sm footrope: 30000 lb. / trip, Lg tootrope: included in Sm tootrope required: 7500 lb. / trip, no more than 30000 lb. / month, Lg footrope SmFR: 30000 lb. / trip, LgFR:Revised 67 FR 40870, Jun 142002 "all other flatfish" limit prohibited. included in "all other flatfish"
Sm footrope: 30000 lb. / trip, Lg footrope: included in Sm footrope required: 7500 lb. / trip, no more than

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 "all other flatfish" limit. 30000 lb. / month, Lg footrope prohibited. Closed

35001b/trip, no more than
Sm footrope: 30000 lb. / trip, Lg footrope: included in Sm footrope required: 7500 lb. / trip, no more than 1 50001b/mo - in times and

Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 132002 "all other flatfish" limit. 30000 lb. / month, Lg footrope prohibited, areas where open 30000 lb. / trip
ARROWTOOTH FLOUNDER (SoiLh)

Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 20000 lb. / trip Sm footrope: no limit, Lg footrope: 5000 lb. / trip
I 20000 lb. / trip

Revised 66 FR 35388, July 5 2001 20000 lb. / trip Sm footrope: no limit, Lg footrope: 5000 lb. / trip 20000 lb. / trip

Sm & Lg footrope: 50001b/trip not to exceed
Revised 66 FR 50851, Oct 5 2001 20000 lb. I trip Sm footrope: no limit, Lg tootrope: 5000 lb. / trip 300001b/mo.
Original 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 2002 30000 lb. / trip Not yet defined
Revised 67 FR 10490, March 7 2002 30000 lb. / trip Small footrope required: 7500 lb. / trip, no more than 30000 lb. / month 30000 lb. / trip

ISmFR: 30000 lb. /trip, LgFR:
Small footrope: 30000 lb. / trip, Large footrope: Small footrope required: 7500 lb. / trip, no more than 30000 lb. / month, Large included in "all other flatfish"

Revised 67 FR 40870, Jun 142002 included in "all other flatfish" limit. tootrope prohibited. limit.
SmFR required: CLOSED. With exception of l000lb/trip rex, petrale, English sole and arrowtooth

75001b/trp, no more than flounder combined when landed with DTS Complex. The amount of per trip flatfish
Small footrope: 30000 lb. / trip, Large footrope: 300001b/mo, LgFR landings must not exceed the amount of DTS Complex landed. Landings can be made

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 included in "all other flatfish" limit, prohibited. with Sm or Lg footrope gear.

CLOSED. Exceptions:
Petrale 30000lb/2mos; Rex
20001b/trp; and 1 000lb/trp of

English sole & srrowtooth
flounder combined when

landed w/ DTS Complex or
petrale. Amount of per trip

CLOSED. With exception of l000lb/trip rex, petrale, landings (Rex, English, and
SmFR required: English sole and srrowtooth flounder combined when Arrowtooth) must not exceed

7500lbItrp, no more than landed with DTS Complex. The amount of per trip flstfish amount of DTS & petrale
Small footrope: 30000 lb. / trip, Large footrope: 300001b/mo, L9FR lsndings must not exceed the amount of DTS Complex landed. Landings may be

Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4 2002 included in "all other flstfish" prohibited. landed. Landings can be made with large footrope gear. made with Sm & Lg FR gear.
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Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4 2000 No restriction No pound limit, but small tootrope required No restriction

No limit- smfootrope
Revised 65 FR 25881, May 4 2000 No restriction required Sm footro e no lb limit, L footro e included in "all other flatfish" tn limit No restriction
PETRALE SOLE (Nofth)

Small footrope. 30000 lb. / month for all flatfish except Dover sole. Large footrope:
arrowtooth flounder 5000 lb. / trip, petrale sole prohibited, rex sole included in "all

Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 No Restriction other flatfish," all other flatfish 1000 lb. / trip. No Restriction

Sm footrope: 500001b/mo
no more than 15000 may

be patrale and 10000 Sm footrope: 450001b/mo- no more than
may be arrowtooth. Lg 15000 may be petrale, arrowtooth

footrope: 1 5000/trp(May) 7500/trp not to exceed 30000/mo. Lg
5000/trp(June). Petrale footrope: arrowtooth 5000/trp not to

prohib., rex included in al exceed 30000/mo, petrale 1 00/trp, rex
other fltfish, all other included in all other fltfish, all other fitfish

Revised 66 FR 35388, July 52001 No Restriction fltfish 1000/trp. 1000/tr. No Restriction

Smfootrope:
Smfootrope: 500001b/mo- 450001b/mo-
no more than 15000 may no more than

be patrale and 10000 15000 may be
may be arrowtooth. Smfootrope: 450001b/mo- no more than petrale.

Lg.footrope: 15000 may be petrale, arrowtooth Lgfootrope: all
1 5000/trp(May) 7500/trp not to exceed 30000/mo. other fltfish

5000/trp(Jume). Petrale Lgfootrope: arrowtooth 5000/trp not to 1 000/trp- no
prohib., rex included in al exceed 30000/mo, petrale 100/trp, rex more than

other fltfish, all other included in all other fltfish, all other fltfish 100/trp may Sm & Lg footrope:Revised 66 FR 50851, Oct 5 2001 No Restriction fltfish 1000/trp. 1000/trp. be petrale 30000 lb/moOriginal 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 2002 Not limited
I Not yet defined

Sm footrope: 30000 Sm footrope: 40000
lb/month, no more than lb/month, no more than Sm footrope: 50000 lb/month,
10000 may be petrale 15000 may be petrale no more than 20000 may be

Revised 67 FR 10490, March 7 2002 Not limited sole sole petrale sole Not limited

SmFR: 300001b/mo, no SmFR: 400001b/mo, no
more than 10000 may be more than 15000 may be SmFR: 50000lb/mo, no more
petrale, LgFR: l000lb/trp petrale, LgFFt: l000lb/trp than 20000 may be petrale,

not to exceed SmFFt not to exceed SmFR L9FR: l000lb/trp not to
cumulative monthly cumulative monthly exceed SmFR cumulative

limits, retention petrale limits, retention of petrale monthly limits, retention of
and rex prohibited if and rex prohibited if petrale and rex prohibited if

Revised 67 FR 40870, Jun 142002 Not limited, Large footrope allowed LgFR gear onboard. LcjFR gear onboard. LgFR gear onboard. Not limited, LgFR allowed
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SmFR: 30000lb/mo, no
more than 10000 may be
petrale, LgFR: l000lb/trp

not to exceed SmFR Small footrope required:
cumulative monthly 40000 lb.! month, no

limits, retention of petrale more than 15000 lb of
and rex sole prohibited if which may be petrale

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 Not limited, Large footrope allowed LQFR gear onboard. sole. Closed

SmFR: 30000lb/mo, no
more than 10000 may be
petrale, LgFR: l000lb!trp

not to exceed SmFR Small footrope required:
cumulative monthly 40000 lb. / month, no 25000lb/mo, no more than 500001b/mo, no more than

limits, retention of petrale more than 15000 lb of 10000 lb may be petrale sole 200001b/mo may be petrale
and rex sole prohibited if which may be petrale in times and areas where sole - in times and areas

Revised 67 FR 57973. Sept 13 2002 Not limited. Large footrope allowed LqFR gear onboard. sole, open where open
I.'ETRALE SOLE,(South)

Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 No Restriction No limit (small footrope required) No Restriction
Revised 66 FR 35388, July 5 2001 No Restriction No limit (small footrope required) No Restriction

Small footrope: no limit, Large foortope: included in "all other
Revised 66 FR 38162, July 23 2001 No Restriction flatfish" No Restriction

Smfootrope:
450001b/mo-
no more than
15000 maybe

petrale.
Lgfootrope: all

other fltfish
1 000/trp- no
more than

1 00!trp may Sm & Lg footrope:
Revised 66 FR 50851, Oct 5 2001 No Restriction Sm footrope: no limit, Lg lootrope: included in "all other tlstfish" be petrale 30000 lb/mo
Original 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 2002 Not limited

I Not yet defined

Sm footrope: 70000 lb/month, no more than 40000 lb of which may be species
other than Pacific sanddabs. Of the species other than Pacific sanddabs, no more

Revised 67 FR 10490, March 72002 Not limited than 15000 lb may be petrale sole. Not limited

SmFR: 700001b/mo, no more than 40000lb of which may be species other than
Pacific sanddabs. Of the species other than Pacific sanddabs, no more than 15000
lb. may be petrale sole. L9FR: l000lb!trp not to exceed SmFR cumulative monthly

Revised 67 FR 40870, Jun 142002 Not limited, Large footrope allowed limits, retention of petrale and rex sole prohibited if LQFR gear onboard. Not limited, LgFR allowed
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SmFR: 70000lb/mo, no
more than 40000lb of
which may be species

other than Pacific
sanddabs. Of the specie:

other than Pacific
aanddaba, no more than
15000 lb. may be petrale

aole. LgFR: 10001b/trp
not to exceed SmFR
cumulative monthly CLOSED. With exception of 10001b/trip rex, petrale, Engliah sole and arrowtooth

limits, retention of petrale flounder combined when landed with DTS Complex. The amount of per trip flatfish
and rex sole prohibited if landings must not exceed the amount of DTS Complex landed. Landings can be made

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 Not limited, Large footrope allowed LQFR pear onboard. with Sm or La footrope pear.

SmFR: 70000lb/mo, no
more than 400001b of
which may be species CLOSED. Exceptions:

other than Pacific Petrale 30000lb/2mos; Rex
sanddabs. Of the specier 20001b/trp; and 10001b/trp of

other than Pacific English sole & arrowtooth
sanddabs, no more than flounder combined when
15000 lb. may be petrale landed W/ DTS Complex or
sole. LgFR: 10001b/trp petrale. Amount of per trip
not to exceed SmFR CLOSED. With exception of l000lb/trip rex, petrale, landings (Rex, English, and
cumulative monthly English sole and arrowtooth flounder combined when Arrowtooth) must not exceed

limits, retention of petrale landed with DTS Complex. The amount of per trip flatfish amount of DTS & pet rale
and rex sole prohibited if landings must not exceed the amount of DTS Complex landed. Landings may be

Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4 2002 Not limited Lar e tootro e allowed LpFR pear onboard landed Landin s can be made with lar e tootro ear made with Sm & L FR ear
EXSOL.E coestwlde

Oinal 65 FR 221, Jan 4 2000 No limit
REXOLE

Small footrope: 30000 lb. / month for all flatfish except Dover sole. Large footrope:
arrowtooth flounder 5000 lb. / trip, petrale sole prohibited, rex sole included in "all

Original 66 FR 2338, Jan I 2001 No Restriction other fltfish," all other flatfish 1000 lb. / trip. No limit

Sm tootrope: 500001b/mo
rio more than 15000 may

be patrale and 10000 Sm footrope: 450001b/mo- no more than
may be arrowtooth. Lg 15000 may be petrale, arrowlooth

footrope: 15000/tip(May), 7500/trp not to exceed 30000/mo. Lg
5000/trp(Jufle). Petrale footrope: arrowtooth 5000/trp not to

prohib., rex included in all exceed 30000/mo, petrale 100/trp, rex
other fitfish, all other included in all other tltfish, all other fltfish

Revised 66 FR 35388. July 52001 No Restriction fltfish 1000/hp. 1000/trp. No limit
Original 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 2002 Not limited Not yet defined

Sm 1 ootrope: 30000 Sm footrope: 40000
lb/month, no more than lb/month, no more than Sm footrope: 50000 lb/month,
10000 may be petrale 15000 may be petrale no more than 20000 may be

Revised 67 FR 10490, March 72002 Not limited sole sole petrale sole Not limited
-a
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SmFR: 300001b/mo, no SmFR: 400001b/mo, no
more than 10000 may be more than 15000 may be Sm FR: 50000Ib/mo, no more
petrale, LgFR: l000lb/trp petrale, LgFR: l000lbItrp than 20000 may be petrale,

not to exceed SmFR not to exceed SmFFI LgFR: l000Ib/trp not to
cumulative monthly cumulative monthly exceed SmFR cumulative

limita, retention of petrale limits, retention of petrale monthly limits, retention of
and rex prohibited if and rex prohibited if petrsle and rex prohibited if

Revised 67 FIR 40870, Jun 142002 Not limited, Large footrope allowed LgFR gear oriboard. LgFR gear onboard. LgFR gear onboard. Not limited, LgFR allowed

SmFR: 3000db/mo, no
more than 10000 maybe
petrale, L9FR: l000lb/trp

not to exceed SmFR Small footrope required:
cumulative monthly 40000 lb. / month, no

limits, retention of petrale more than 15000 lb of
and rex sole prohibited if which may be petrale

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 Not limited, Large footrope allowed LQFR gear onboard. sole. Closed

SrnFR: 3000015/mo, no
more than 10000 may be
petrale, LgFR: l000lb/trp

not to exceed SmFR Small footrope required:
cumulative monthly 40000 lb. / month, no 25000lb/mo, no more than 50000lb/mo, no more than

limits, retention of petrale more than 15000 lb of 10000 lb may be petrale sole 20000lb/mo may be petrale
and rex sole prohibited if which ma be petrale in times and areas where sole - in times and areas

Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002 Not limifed Large footrope allowed LQFR gear or,boa"l sole. open where open
REXSOIE (South)
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan I 2001 Small footrope: no limit, Large footrope: 1000 lb. / trip
Revised 66 FR 10208, Feb 142001 No Restriction
Original 67 FR 1540, Jan Ii 2002 Not limited

I Not yet defined
Sm footrope: 70000 lb/month, no more than 40000 lb of which may be species

other than Pacific sanddabs. Of the species other than Pacific sanddabs, no more
Revised 67 FR 10490, March 72002 Not limited than 15000 lb may be petrale sole. Not limited

Sm FR: 7000015/mo, no more than 400001b of which may be species other than
Pacific sanddabs. Of the species other than Pacific sanddabs, no more than 15000
lb. may be petrale sole. LgFR: 1 000lb/trp not to exceed SmFR cumulative monthly

Revised 67 FIR 40870, Jun 142002 Not limited, Large tootrope allowed limits, retention of rtrale and rex sole prohibited if LgFIR gear onboard. Not limited, LgFR allowed

SmFR: 700001b/mo, no
more than 4g000lb of
which may be species

other than Pacific
sanddabs. Of the species

other than Pacific
sanddabs, no more than
15000 lb. may be petrale

sole. LgFR: R000Jbltcp
not to exceed SmFR
cumulative monthly CLOSED. With exception of 10001b/trip rex, petrale, English sole and arrowtooth

limits, retention of petrale flounder combined when landed with DTS Complex. The amount of per trip flattish
and rex sole prohibited if landings must not exceed the amount of DTS Complex landed. Landings can be made

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 Not limited, Large tootrope allowed LgFR gear onboard. with Sm or La footrope gear.
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SmFR: 70000lb/mo, no

NOV MBER MBER
tEX SOLE (South)

more than 400001b of
which may be species CLOSED. Exceptions:

other than Pacific Petrale 300001b/2mos; Rex
sanddabs. Of the species 20001b/trp; and 1 000lb/trp of

other than Pacific English sole & arrowtootti
sanddabs, no more than flounder combined when
15000 lb. may be petrale landed WI DTS Complex or
sole. LgFR: 10001b/trp petrale. Amount of per trip
not to exceed SmFR CLOSED. With exception of l000lb/trip rex, petrale, landings (Rex, English, and
cumulative monthly English sole and arrowtooth flounder combined when Arrowtooth) must not exceed

limits, retention of petrale landed with DTS Complex. The amount of per trip flatfish amount of DTS & petrale
and rex sole prohibited if landings must not exceed the amount of DTS Complex landed. Landings may beRevised 67 FR 62204 Oct 4 2002 Not limited, Large footroøe allowed L FR ear onboard landed Landings can be made with large footrope gear made with Sm & L FR ear.

U. OTHER Ft. SN (Coastwlde)

Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4 2000 No pound limit, but small footrope required
:tevised 65 FR 25881, May 4 2000 Small footrope: No pound limit, Large footrope: 400 Pb./ trip

Small footrope: no pound limit
Revised 65 FR 59752, Oct 62000 Large footrope: 400 lb. / trip

I Lg footrope: 1000 lb. / trip
Including Petrale Sole

Lg tootrope: 1 ,000lb/trip
not to exceed Sm footrope
cumulative monthly limits

at any time during the
Original 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 2002 year. Not yet defined

Lg footrope: 1 ,000lb/trip
not to exceed Sm footrope
cumulative monthly limits

at any time during the
Revised 67 FR 3820, Jan 28 2002 year. Not yet defined
Revised 67 FR 10490, March 7 2002 L footro e 1 ,000lb/tri not to exceed Sm tootro e cumulative monthi limits at an time dunn the ear
ALLOTHER RH North

Small footrope. 30000 lb. / month for all tlatfish except Dover sole. Large footrope:
arrowtooth flounder 5000 lb. I trip, petrale sole prohibited, rex sole included in "all Sm footrope: No limit

Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 Sm footrope: No limit, Lg footrope: 1000 lb. / trip other flattish," all other flatfish 1000 lb. / trip. Lp footrope: 1000 lb. / trip

Sm footrope: 500001b/mo
no more than 15000 may

be patrale and 10000 Sm footrope: 450001b/mo- no more than
may be arrowtooth. Lg 15000 may be petrale, arrowtooth

tootrope: 1 5000/trp(May), 7500/trp not to exceed 30000/mo. Lg
5000/trp(June). Petrale tootrope: arrowtooth 5000/trp not to

prohib., rex included in all exceed 30000/mo, petrale l00/trp, rex
other fltfish, all other included in all other fltfish, all other titfish

Revised 66 FR 35388, July 52001 Sm Footrope: No limit, La Footrope: 1000 lb. /trip fltfish 1000/trp. 1000/trp. Sm footrope: No limit, Lg footrope: l000lb/tri
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Smfootrope:
Smfootrope: 500001b/mo- 450001b/mo-
no more than 15000 may no more than

be patrale and 10000 15000 may be
may be arrowtooth. Smfootrope: 450001b/mo- no more than petrale.

Lg.footrope: 15000 may be petrale, arrowtooth Lgfootrope: all
1 5000/trp(May) 7500/trp not to exceed 30000/mo. other fltfish

5000/trp(Jume). Petrale Lgfootrope: arrowtooth 5000/trp not to 1 000/trp- no
prohib., rex included In all exceed 30000/mo, petrale 100/trp, rex more than

other titfish, all other included in alt other flifish, all other fltfish 1 00/trp may Sm footrope: 300001b/mo,
Revised 66 FR 50851, Oct 52001 Sm Footrope: No limitj Footrope: 1000 lb. / trip flifish 1000/trp. 1 000/trp. be petrale Lp footrope: 1 000lb/trip

15000 lb. / month, Small
Original 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 2002 footrope required. Not yet defined

Sm footrope: 30000 Sm footrope: 40000
lb/month, no more than lb/month, no more than Sm footrope: 50000 lb/month,

15000 lb. / month, Small 35000 lb. / month, Small 10000 may be petrale 15000 may be petrale no more than 20000 may be 50000 lb. / month, Small
Revised 67 FR 10490, March 72002 footrope required. footrope required. sole sole petrale sole footrope required.

SmFR: 30000lb/mo, no SmFR: 40000lb/mo, no
more than 10000 may be more than 15000 may be

petrale sole, L9FR: petrale sole, LgFR: SmFR: 500001b/mo, no more
l000lb/trp not to exceed l000lb/trp not to exceed than 20000 may be petrate

SmFR: 150001b/mo, LgFR: 5mFR: 35000lb/mo, SmFR cumulative SmFR cumulative sole, LgFR: l000lb/trp not to
l000lb/trp not to exceed LgFR: l000lb/trp not to monthly limits, retention monthly limits, retention exceed SmFR cumulative

SmFR cum. monthly limits, exceed SmFR cum. of petrale and rex of petrale and rex monthly limits, retention of
includes arrowtooth monthly limits, includes prohibited if LgFR qear prohibited if LqFR gear petrale and rex prohibited ii

devised 67 FR 40870, Jun 142002 flounder. arrowtooth flounder. onboard. onboard. LgFR pear onboard. Not limited, LQFR allowed

SmFR: 30000lb/mo, no
more than 10000 may be
petrale, L9FR: l000lb/trp

SmFR: lS000lb/mo, LgFR: SmFR: 35000lb/mo, not to exceed SmFR Small footrope required:
l000lb/trp not to exceed L9FR: l000lb/trp not to cumulative monthly 40000 lb. / month, no

SmFIR cum. monthly limits, exceed SmFR cum. limits, retention of petrale more than 15000 lb of
includes arrowtooth monthly limits, includes and rex sole prohibited if which may be petrale

devised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 flounder. arrowtooth flounder. LQFR gear onboard. sole. Closed

SmFR: 30000lb/mo, no
more than 10000 may be
petrale, L9FR: l000lbftrp

SmFFI: 150001b/mo, LgFR: SmFR: 350001b/mo, not to exceed SmFR Small footrope required:
l000lb/trp not to exceed LgFR: l000lb/trp not to cumulative monthly 40000 lb. / month, no 25000lb/mo, no more than 50000lb/mo, no more than

SmFR cum. monthly limits, exceed SmFR cum. limits, retention of petrale more than 15000 lb of 10000 lb may be petrale sole 200001b/mo may be petrale
includes arrowtooth monthly limits, includes and rex sole prohibited it which may be petrale in times and areas where sole - in times and areas

Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002 flounder. arrowtooth flounder. LgFR gear onboard. sole, open where open



JPECtES/RQUPS J JANLJARYJ FEBRJARY LMARCH L APRJL I MAY
I JUNE 1 4ULY J AUGUST f SEPTEMBER LçTOBER INOVEMBER (DECEMBER I

ALL OTHER FLA'TILH (South)
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 Small_footrope:_No_limit,_Large_footrope:_1000_lb._I trip

Smfootrope:
450001b/mo-
no more than

15000 may be
petrale.

Lgfootrope: all
other flttish
1 000/trp- no
more than

1 00/trp may Sm footrope: 300001b/mo,
Revised 66 FR 50851, Oct 5 2001 Sm Footrope: No limit, L.g Footrope: 1000 lb. / trip be petrale Lg footrope: 1 000lb/trip

SmFR: 700001b/mo, no
more than 40000 may be
species other than Pacific

Original 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 2002 anddabs. Not yet defined
Sm tootrope: 70000

lb/month, no more than
Sm footrope: 70000 lb/month, no more than 40000 lb of which may be species 40000 lb of which may be

Sm footrope: 70000 lb/month, no more than 40000 lb other than Pacific sanddabs. Of the species other than Pacific sanddabs, no more species other than Pacific
Revised 67 FR 10490, March 72002 of which may be species other than Pacific sanddabs than 15000 lb may be petrale sole. sarrddabs

Sm FR: 70000lb/mo, no more
than 400001b of which may

be species other than Pacific
SmFR: 700001b/mo, no more than 400001b of which SmFR: 700001b/mo, no more than 400001b of which may be species other than sanddabs, LgFR: 1000 lbItrp
may be species other than Pacific sanddabs, LgFR: Pacific sanddabs. Of the species other than Pacific sanddabs, no more than 15000 not to exceed SmFR cum.
1000 lb/trp not to exceed SmFR cumulative monthly lb. may be petrale sole. L9FR: l000lb/trp not to exceed SmFR cumulative monthly monthly limits, includes

Revised 67 FR 40870, Jun 142002 limits, includes arrowtooth flounder, limits, retention of ptrale and rex sole prohibited if LgFR gear onboard. arrowtooth flounder.

SmFR: 700001b/mo, no
more than 400001b of

which may be species
other than Pacific

sanddabs. Of the species
other than Pacific

sanddabs, no more than
15000 lb. may be petrale
sole. LgFR: l000lb/trp
not to exceed SmFR

SmFR: 700001b/mo, no more than 400001b of which cumulative monthly CLOSED. With exception of l000lb/trip rex, petrale, English sole and arrowtooth
may be species other than Pacific sanddabs, LgFR: limits, retention of petrale flounder combined when landed with DTS Complex. The amount of per trip flatfish
1000 lb/trp not to exceed SmFR cumulative monthly and rex sole prohibited if landings must not exceed the amount of DTS Complex landed. Landings can be made

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 limits, includes arrowtooth flounder. LgFR gear onboard. with Sm or La footrope gear. C



dES/GROUPS
LAT)SH North

SMALL 0OTROPE

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

Revised 66 FR 22467, May 4 2001

50000lbImo all fltfsh
except Dover, no more

than 15000 may be
petrale, 10000 may be

arrowtooth. 30000 lb. / month for all flatfish except Dover sole
FLATPISN (North)

E FOOTROPE

neral):Petraleprohibited,rexsoleincludedini50./
"all other flatf is h' 1000 lb/trIp.

J trip Arrowtooth: 5000 lb/tripRevised 66 FR 22467, May 42001
LINGCOD (Coastwide)
Original 60 FR 2331, Jan 9 1995 20000 lb. / month (22' size limit)
Revised 60 FR 39875, Aug 41995 20000 lb. / month (22" size limit)

I 200001b/month: (100 lb allowed under 22")
Original 61 FR 279, Jan 4 1996 40000 lb. 2/months
Original 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997 40000 lb. 2 / months

evised 62 FR 36228, July 7 1997 40000 lb. 2 / months
I 30000 lb. /2 months

Original 63 FR 419, Jan 61998 1000 lb. /2 months
evised 63 FR 45966 Aug 28 1998 1000 lb. / 2 months

I 500 lb. / month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 1500 lb. /3 months

I 1000 lb. / 2 months
I 500 lb. / month

Original 65 FR 221 ,Jan 4, 2000 Closed 400 lb. / month (24" size limit) Closed
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 No Retention 400 lb. / month No Retention

evised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 No Retention 400 lb. / month 1500 lb./ month Closedmergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
002 800 lb. /2 months Not yet defined

Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 800 lb. / 2 months
evised 67 FR 30604, May 72002 800 lb. / 2 months

I 1000 lb. / 2 months 800 lb. / 2 months
UNGCOO (North)

evised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 800 lb. / 2 months 1000 lb. / 2 months Closed
Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 132002 800 lb. / 2 months 1000 lb. / 2 months 500 lb / month
LI.NGCOD South

evised 67 FR 44778, Jul 52002
MiNOR SLOPE ROCKFISH North
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4, 2000

800 lb / 2 months
I 1000 lb / 2 months I Closed

3000 lb. / 2 months
I 5000 lb. / 2 months

I 1500 lb. / month
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 1500 lb. / 2 months

evised 66 FR 35388 July 52001 1500 lb. / 2 months 2000 lb. /2 months
evised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 1500 lb. / 2 months 2000 lb. / 2 months Closed
mergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
002 1800 lb. /2 months Not yet defined
riginal 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 1800 lb. / 2 months
evised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 1800 lb. / 2 months Closed
evised 67 FR 57973, Sept 132002 1800 lb. / 2 months 600 lb. / 2 months 300 lb. / month
evised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 1800 lb. / 2 months 600 lb. / 2 months 1800 lb. / 2 months



PECtE$JGROUP8
R LOPE ROCKPISH South

Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4, 2000

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

3000 lb / 2 months 5000 lb. / 2 months 1500 lb. I month
Revised 65 FR 45308, July21 2000 3000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / 2 months 7000 lb. / 2 months 1500 lb. I month
Revised 65 FR 59752, Oct 62000 3000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / 2 months 7000 lb. / 2 months

I 20000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb. / month
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 14000 lb. /2 months
Revised 66 FR 35388, July 5 2001 14000 lb. / 2 months

I 25000 lb. / 2 months
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 50000 lb. / 2 months Not yet defined
Oinal 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 50000 lb / 2 months

50000 lb. /2 months 5000 lb. / 2 months 50000 lb. / 2 months

MINOR SLOPE ROCKFISH (South 40
1036NLat)

evised 67 FR 30604, May 7 2002
evised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 50000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / 2 months 1800 lb. / 2 months
evised 67 FR 57973, Sept 132002 50000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / 2 months 600 lb. / 2 months 300 lb. / month
evised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 50000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / 2 months 600 lb / 2 months 1800 lb / 2 months

MINOR SLOPE ROCKEISH (South Of

NLat)

50000 lb. / 2 monthsevised 67 FR 30604, May 7 2002
evised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 50000 lb. / 2 months 15000 lb. 2 / months
evised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 50000 lb. I 2 months 25000 lb. / 2 months j 40000 lb. / 2 months
PLITNOSE (SOUTH)

0 ainal 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 00o lb. / 3 months 19000 lb. 12 months 10000 lb I month
vised 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999 32000 lb. / 3 months 19000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / month
qinal 65 FR 221, Jan 42000 8500 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / month
ainal 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 8500 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / 2 months
vised 66 FR 35388, July 5 2001 8500 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months I 25000 lb. / 2 months

mergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
002 25000 lb. I 2 months Not yet defined

ainal 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 25000 lb. / 2 months
LITNOSE (40 1 0.- 36 N Lat)
vised 67 FR 30604, May 72002 '00 lb. . Iionlhl '!'!1D r'r S 25000 lb.
vised 67 FR 44778. July 52002 25U00 lb. / 2 months buuU lb. I 2 months 1800 lb. i 2 months
UTNOSE (South of 36 N Lat)
vised 67 FR 30604, May 7 2002 25000 lb. /2 months

evised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 25000 lb. / 2 months
I 15000 lb. / 2 months

evised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4 2002 25000 lb. / 2 months
I 40000 lb. / 2 months

USE OF SMALLPOOTROPE OTTOM
INOR HE K S North

Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4, 2000

RAW OR MIDWATER TRAWL REQUIRED FOR L4NDING OF ThE FOLLOWING SPECIES 200(1& 2001

300 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month 300 lb. / month
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 300 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month 300 lb. / month
Revised 66 FR 63201, Dec 5 2001 300 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month

I 300 lb. I month
mergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11

2002 300 lb. / month Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 300 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month 300 lb. / month
Revised 67 FR 30604, May 7 2002 300 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month, no more than 300 lb of which may beyelloweye rocicfish 300 lb. / month

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 500 lb. / month
l000lb/mo, no more than 3001b of which may be

yelloweye rockfish Closed

Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002 500 lb. / month
1 000lbImo, no more than 3001b of which may be

yelloweye rocktish Closed 300 lb. I month



PECIES/GROUPS JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUN JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVE ER D CEMBER
USE OF SMALL FOOTE E BO1TO TEA OR MID WATER TRAWL R UIRED FOR LANDING TH FOLL ING SPECIES/ (2000& 2001)

I RHELRO P15 (South
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4, 2000 500 lb. / month 1000 ib. / month

I 500 lb. month
Revised 65 FR 45308, July21 2000 500 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month 500 lb. / month
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 500 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month I 500 lb. / month
Revised 66 FIt 63201, Dec 5 2001 500 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month 500 lb. / month
Eergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 500 lb. I month Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 500 lb. / month 1000 lb. I month 500 lb. / month
Revised 67 FR 30604, May 72002 500 lb. / month 1000 lb. / month, no more than 300 lb of which ma be yelloweye rockfish 500 lb. / month

1 000lb/mo, no more than
300lb of which may be

Revised 67 FR 44778 Jul 5 2002 500 lb / month ellowe e rockfish Closed
S C

SEBASTES COMPLEX (North Of
Cape Lookout)

35000lbImo: no more than 14000 may be yellowtail, 6000 canary.Original 60 FR 2331, Jan 91995
35000lb/mo: no more than 14000 may be yellowtail,

Revised 60 FR 22303, May 51995 6000 canary. 350001b/mo: no more than 18000 may be yellowtail, 6000 canary.
350001b/mo: no more than 14000 may be yellowtail, 350001b/mo: no more than 18000 may

Revised 60 FR 39875, Aug 41995 6000 canary. be yellowtail, 6000 canary. 3S000lbImo: no more than 18000 may be yellowtail, 9000 canary.
Original 61 FR 279, ,ian 41996 700001b/2mos: no more than 32000 may be yellowtail, 18000 canary.

70000lbI2mos: no more than 350001b/mo: no more than
20000 may be yellowtail, 10000 may be yellowtail,

Revised 61 FR 47089, Sept 6 1996 70000lb/2mos: no more than 32000 may be yellowtail, 18000 canary. 18000 canary. 9000 canary.
70000lbI2mos: no more than 350001b/mo: no more than

20000 may be yellowtail, 6000 may be yellowtail, 9000
Revised 61 FR 56902, Nov 5 1996 70000lb/2mos: no more than 32000 may be yellowtail. 18000 canary. 18000 canarv, cana
SEBASTES COMPLEX (Beiween Cape
Lookout &Cape Mendoctno)
Original 60 FR 2331, Jan 9 1995 50000lbImo. no more than 30000 may be yellowtail, 6000 canary.

50000lb/mo: no more than 30000 may be yellowtail,
Revised 60 FR 22303, May 51995 6000 canary. 50000lb/mo: no more than 40000 may be yellowtail, 6000 canary.

500001b/mo: no more than 14000 may be yellowtail, S0000lb/mo: no more than 18000 may
Revised 60 FR 39875, Aug 41995 6000 canary. be yellowtail, 6000 canary. 50000lb/mo: no more than 18000 may be yellowtail, 9000 canary.
Original 61 FR 279, Jan 41996 l00000Ib/2moa: no more than 70000 may be yellowtail, 18000 canary.

S0000lb/mo: no more than
35000 may be yellowtail,Original 61 FR 275, Jan 4 1996 l00000lb/2rrros' no more than 70000 ma be ellowtail 18000 cana 9000 cans

SEBASTES COMPLEX (North of
Cape Mendoclno)

30000lb/2mo: no more than 14000 may be canary, 6000 yellowtail.Original 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997

200001b/mo: no more than 5000 may be
Revised 62 FR 51814, Oct 31997 300001b/2mo: no more than 14000 may be canary, 6000 yellowtail, yellowtail, 10000 canary.

20000lb/mo:
no more than
5000 may be 400001b/mo: no more than

yellowtail, 20000 may be yellowtail,Revised 62 FR 61700, Nov 19,1997 30000lb/2mo: no more than 14000 may be canary, 6000 yellowtail. 10000 canary. 15000 canary.



SP CIESIROUPS
SEBASTES COMPLE

JANUAR'( FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

40000 Ib, 2 / months

SEBASTES COMPLEX (North of
ape Mendoclno)

On nal 63 FR 419, Jan 6 1998
Revised 63 FR 45966 Aug 28 1998 40000 lb. 2 / months

I 20000 lb. / month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 24000 lb. / 3 months 25000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb / monthRevised 64 FR 24062, May 51999 24000 lb. / 3 months 25000 lb. /2 months 30000 lb. /2 months 10000 lb I month
Revised 64 FR 42286, Aug 4 1999 24000 lb. /3 months 25000 lb. / 2 months 30000 lb. / 2 months 35000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb / month
Revised 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999 24000 lb / 3 months 25000 lb /2 months 30000 lb / 2 months 35000 lb / 2 months 500 lb / month - coastwide
,3EBASTES COMPLEX (Soutft of

tape Mendochta)

1 00000lb/mo. no more than 30000 may be bocacco, 6000 canary.Or inal 60 FR 2331, Jan 9 1995
Revised 60 FR 39875, Aug 4 1995 l00000lb/mo: no more than 30000 may be bocaccio, 6000 canary. 1 00000lb/mo: no more than 30000 may be bocaccio, 9000 canary.
Original 61 FR 279, Jan 4 1996 200000lb/2mos: no more than 60000 may be bocaccio, 18000 canary.
Original 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997 1500001b/2mo: no more than 14000 may be canary, 12000 bocaccio.

Revised 62 FR 51814, Oct 3 1997 l50000lbI2mo: no more than 14000 may be canary, 12000 bocaccio.
750001b/mo: no more than 5000 may be

bocaccio, 10000 canary.

Revised 62 FR 61700, Nov 19,1997 1 500001b/2mo: no more than 14000 may be canary, 12000 bocaccio.

750001b/mo:
no more than
5000 may be

bocaccio,
10000 cans.ry.

80000lb/mo: no more than
5000 may be bocaccio,

15000 canary.Original 63 FR 419 Jan 6 1998 150000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 63 FR 24970 May 6 1998 150000 lb. / 2 months 1 40000 lb. 2 / months
Revised 63 FR 45966 Aug28 1998 150000 lb. /2 months 40000 lb. 2 / months 20000 lb. / month
Revised 63 FR 53313 Oct 5, 1998 150000 lb. / 2 months 40000 lb. 2 / months 20000 lb. / month 15000 lb. / month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 13000 lb. / 3 months 6500 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / month
Revised 64 FR 24062, May 5 1999 13000 lb. / 3 months 6500 lb. / 2 months 3500 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / month
Revised 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999 13000 lb. /3 months 6500 lb. / 2 months 3500 lb / 2 months 500 lb / month coastwide

EBASIES OThERTHAN
YLWTL & CNRY(CoastwIda
Revsed 64 FR 42286, Aug 4 1999 closed 10000 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / month
Revised 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999 closed 10000 lb. / 2 months 500 lb. / month
(JANARY ROCKEISH (Coastwtde)
Original 63 FR 419, Jan 61998 15000 lb. /2 months
Revised 63 FR 45966, Aug 281998 15000 lb. /2 months 7500 lb. / month
Revised 63 FR 53313, Oct 5 1998 15000 lb. / 2 months 7500 lb. / month 500 lb. / month
Original 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 9000 lb. / 3 months

I 9000 lb. / 2 months 3000 lb. / month
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4, 2000 100 lb. / month 300 lb./ month Closed
Revised 65 FR 25881, May 4 2000 100 lb. / month 1 300 lb. / month 100 lb. / month
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 100 lb. / month

[ 300 lb. / month 100 lb. / month
Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 52001 100 lb. / month

1 300 lb. / month
I Closed

Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 200 lb. / 2 months Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 200 lb. / 2 months

I 600 lb. / 2 months
I 200 lb. / 2 months

UI



qpECIE IGROUPS
CANARYROC H North)
Revised 64 FR 16862, April 7 1999

JANUARY PEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY A GUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

9000 lb. / 3 months 9000 lb. / 2 months 3000 lb. / month
evised 64 FR 24062, May 5 1999 9000 lb. / 3 months 9000 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months 3000 lb. / month
evised 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999 9000 lb. / 3 months 9000 lb. / 2 months 14000 lb. / 2 months 500 lb.! month - coastwide

67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 200 lb. / 2 months 600 lb.! 2 months Closed
67 FR 57973, Sept 132002 200 lb.! 2 months 600 lb. /2 months Closed I 200 lb.! month

V ROCKFISH (South)
64 FR 16862, April 7 1999 9000 lb. / 3 months 6500 lb.! 2 months 3000 lb. / month
64 FR 24062, May 5 1999 9000 lb.! 3 months 6500 lb. /2 months 3500 lb.! 2 months 3000 lb.! month

d 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999 9000 lb.! 3 months 6500 lb.! 2 months 3500 lb.! 2 months 500 lb.! month - coastwide
67 FR 44778, July 52002 200 lb. / 2 months 600 lb.! 2 months Closed
67 FR 57973, Sept 132002 200 lb.! 2 months

( 600 lb.! 2 months Closed
I 200 lb.! month

67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 200 lb.! 2 months 600 lb !2 months Closed
W ROCKFISH (Coastwlde)

30000 lb.! month

OOTROPE REG
60 FR 2331, Jan 9 1995

vised 60 FR 37022, July 19 1995 30000 lb. / month
I 45000 lb.! month

ginal 61 FR 279, Jan 41996 70000 lb. !2 months
vised 61 FR 47089, Sept 6 1996 70000 lb.! 2 months

I 50000 lb. /2 months
I 25000 lb. / month

ginal 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997 70000 lb. /2 months
evised 62 FR 24845, May 7 1997 70000 lb. / 2 months 60000 lb. ! 2 months

Original 63 FR 419, Jan 6 1998 25000 lb. /2 months
evised 63 FR 24970 May 6 1998 25000 lb. ! 2 months 30000 lb. ! 2 months
evised 63 FR 45966 Aug28 1998 25000 lb. / 2 months 30000 lb. /2 months 15000 lb. / month
evised 63 FR 53313 Oct 5, 1998 25000 lb. ! 2 months 30000 lb. / 2 months 15000 lb. ! month 19000 lb. ! month
riginal 64 FF1 1316, Jan 8 1999 70000 lb. ! 3 months 16000 lb. / 2 months 30000 lb. / month
evised 64 FR 24062, May 5 1999 70000 lb /3 months 16000 lb / 2 months I 11000 lb / 2 months 30000 lb / month
100W ROCKHSH coastwlde)

MID*WATER TRAWI

30000 lb. / 2 monthsOriginal 65 FF1 221, Jan 4, 2000
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 20000 lb.! 2 months 10000 lb.! 2 months

I 20000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb. ! 2 months

Revised 66 FR 35388, July 52001 20000 lb.! 2 months 10000 lb.! 2 months

In trips where 10000 lb or more of whiting
are landed, 2000 lb/mo with a combined

widow/yellowtail limit of 500 lb!trip,
otherwise 1000 lb!mo. 10000 lb/mo 10000 lb. /2 months

Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 20000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb. / 2

In trips where 10000 lb or more of whiting are landed,
2000 lb/mo with a combined widow/yellowtail limit of 500

lb/trip, otherwise 1000 lb/mo. 25000 lb. / 2 months
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 Closed Not yet defined

Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 Closed
During primary whiting season, in trips of at least 1 0000lb whiting: combined widow

and yellowtail limit of 5001b/trp, cumulative widow limit of 15001b/mo Closed
WIDOW ROCKFISH Coastwlde
SMALL FOOTROPE TRAWL

1000 lb. / monthOriginal 65 FR 221, Jan 4,2000
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 1000 lb. / month
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 1000 lb. / month Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 1000 lb. I month



ECtES/GROUPS JANUARY PEBRUAR MARCH APRIL MAY JUN JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DE M R
WiDOW ROCK 1811 North)

MID-WATER TRAWL.

During primary whiting season, in trips of at least 100001b whiting: combined widow
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 Closed and yellowtail limit 500lb/trp, cumulative widow limit 1 500lbImo. Closed

During primary whiting season, in trips of at least
l0000lb whiting: combined widow and yellowtail

Revised 67 FR 55166, Aug 28 2002 Closed limit 5001b/trp, cumulative widow limit 1 SOOlb/mo. Closed

During primary whiting season, in trips of at least
l0000lb whiting: combined widow and yellowtail 130001b/2mos, no more than

Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 Closed limit 500lb/tr cumulative widow limit 1 500lb/mo Closed 2tr s/vessel/2mo eriod
WIDOW ROCKFISH North
K4I.L FOOTROPE TRAWL

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 1000 lb/month Closed
DOW ROCKPISH South

MID-WATER 1 RAWL

During primary whiting
season, in trips of at least

l0000lb whiting:
combined widow and

yellowtail limit 5001b/trp,
cumulative widow limit

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 Closed 15001b/mo. Closed
WIDOW ROCKPSH (South)
iMALLFOOTROPE RAWL,

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 1000 lb / month Closed

11000 lb. /2 months

LLOWTAIL (North)

-POOTROPE REG
nal 63 FR 419, Jan 6 1998
sed 63 FR 24970 May 6 1998 11000 lb. / 2 months 13000 lb. / 2 months

evsed 63 FR 45966 Aug 281998 11000 lb. / 2 months 13000 lb. / 2 months 6500 / month
nal 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999 15000 lb. / 3 months 13000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb / month
sed 64 FR 24062, May 5 1999 15000 lb. /3 months 13000 lb. /2 months 16000 lb. /2 months 5000 lb. / month

v sed 64 FR 42286, Aug 4 1999 15000 lb. / 3 months 13000 lb. / 2 months 16000 lb. / 2 months 20000 lb. / 2 months 5000 lb. / month
sed 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999 15000 lb. / 3 months 13000 lb. / 2 months lb. / 2 months 20000 lb. / 2 months 300 lb. / month

E LOWIAIL (North)

WATERTRAWL
inal 65 FR 221 ,Jan 4,2000 10000 lb. / 2 months 30000 lb. / 2 months

I 10000 lb. / 2 months
iced 65 FR 59752, Oct 62000 10000 lb. / 2 months 30000 lb. / 2 months

Origjl 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 30000 lb. / 2 months 15000 lb. / 2 months 20000 lb. / 2 months-

In trips where 10000 lb or more of whiting
are landed, 3000 lb/mo with a combined

widow/yellowtail limit of 500 lb/trip,
Revised 66 FR 35388, July 52001 30000 lb. /2 months 15000 lb. / 2 months otherwise 1500 lb/mo. 15000 lb/mo 20000 lb. / 2 months

In trips where 10000 lb or more of whiting are landed,
3000 lb/mo with a combined widow/yellowtail limit of 500

Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 30000 lb. /2 months 15000 lb. / 2 months lb/trip, otherwise 1500 lb/mo. 15000 lb. / 2 months
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11

002 Closed Not yet defined



P.C1 (GROUP JANUA Y FEB (JAR MAfiCH APRf AV JUNE JULY AUGU SEPT BE OBE NOV MBE DECEMSE
YELLOWTAIL North
MID AlERT WL

During primary whiting season, in trips of at least l0000lb of whiting: combined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 Closed widow and yellowtail limit of 500lb/trp, cumulative yellowtail limit of 20001b/mo. Closed

During primary whiting season, in trips of at least
1 0000lb whiting:combined widow and yellowtail limit

Revised 67 FR 55166, Aug 262002 Closed 5001b/trp, cumulative yellowtail limit 2000lb/mo. Closed

During primary whiting season, in trips of at least
l0000lb whiting:combined widow and yellowtail limit 200001b/2mos, no more than

Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 Closed 5001b/trp, cumulative yellowtail limit 20001b/mo Closed 2trps/vessel/2mo period
YEL.LOWTML (Nort

,.AWL
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4, 2000 1500 lb. / month

Sum of 33% weight of all flatfish except arrowtooth, plus
10% of arrowtooth, not to exceed 75001b/trp &

Revised 65 FR 45308, July 21 2000 1500 lb. / month 300001b/2mos. Yellowtail cannot be landed w/o flatfish. 1500 lb. / month

Sum of 33% weight of all flatfish except arrowtooth, plus 10% of arrowtooth, not to
Revised 65 FR 59752, Oct 6 2000 1500 lb. / month exceed 7500lb/trp & 300001b/2mos. Yellowtail cannot be landed w/o flatfish.

w/o flatfish, 1600 lb/mo. As
flatfish bycatch, per trip limit

is the sum of 33% of all
w/o flatfish, 1500 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip flatfish except arrowtooth, +

limit is the sum of 33% of all flatfish except arrowtooth, w/o flatfish, 1500 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip limit is the sum of 33% of all 10% of arrowtooth, not to
10/,, of arrowtooth, not to exceed 2500 lb/trip & flatfish except arrowtooth, + 10% of arrowtooth, not to exceed 7500 lb/trip & 15000 exceed 2500 lb/trip & 30000

Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 20000 lb/2mos. lb/2mos. lb/2mos.
w/o flatfish, 1500 lb/mo. As
flatfish bycatch, per trip limit

is the sum of 33% of all
w/o I latfish, 1500 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip flatfish except arrowtooth, +

limit is the sum of 33% of all flatfish except arrowtooth, w/o flatfish, 1500 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip limit is the sum of 33% of all 10% of arrowtooth, not to
+ I 0'/ of arrowtooth, not to exceed 2500 lb/trip & tiatfish except arrowtooth, + 10% of arrowtooth, not to exceed 7500 lb/trip & 15000 exceed 2500 lb/trip & 20000

Revised 66 FR 10208, Feb 142001 20000 lb/2mos. lb/2mos. lb/2mos.
w/o flatfish, 1500 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip

limit is the sum of 33% of all flatfish except arrowtooth,
+ 10% of arrowtooth, not to exceed 2500 lb/trip & w/o flatfish, 1500 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip limit is the sum of 33% of all flatfish except arrowtooth, + 10%

Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 5 2001 30000 lb/2mos. of arrowtooth, not to exceed 7500 lb/trip & 15000 lb/2mos.
w/o flatfish, 1500 lb/mo. As

flatfish bycatch, per trip
limit is the sum of 33% of

all flatfish except
arrowtooth, + 10% of

Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11 arrowtooth, not to exceed
2002 30000 lb/2mos. Not yet defined

w/o flatfish, 1000 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip limit is the sum of 33% (by weight) of all flatfish except arrowtooth, plus 10% (by weight) of arrowtooth, not to exceed
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 30000 lb/2mos.

w/o flatfish, 1000 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip limit is the sum of 33% of all flatfish except arrowtooth,
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 + 10% of arrowtootli, not to exceed 30000 lb/2mos. Closed

As flUsh bycatch, per trip limit is 33% of all
w/o flatfish, 1000 lb/mo. As flatfish bycatch, per trip limit is the sum of 33% of all flatfish except arrowtooth, fltfsh except arrowtooth, plus 10% of

Revised 67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002 + 10% of arrowtooth, not to exceed 30000 lb/2mos. Closed arrowtooth, not to exceed 4500lb/mo.



SPECtES ROUPS JANUARY EBR ARY MARCH AP IL A? JUNE JULY AUGuST SEPT BER TOBER NOVEMBER 0 MBER

12000 lb. / 2 months

NOCACCIG (South)
Original 62 FR 700, Jan 6 1997
Revised 62 FR 24845, May 7 1997 12000 lb. / 2 months 10000 lb. / 2 months
Original 63 FR 419, Jan 61998 2000 lb. /2 months
Revised 63 FR 45966, Aug 28 1998 2000 lb. / 2 months 1 1000 lb. / month
Revised 64 FR 24062, May 5 1999 750 lb. / month

I 1000 lb. / 2 months
I 500 lb. / month

Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4, 2000 300 lb.! month 500 lb. / month 300 lb. / month
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 300 lb. / month 500 lb. / month 300 lb. / month
Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 52001 300 lb.! month 500 lb. / month

I Closed
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 600 lb. / 2 months Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 600 lb. /2 months 1000 lb. / 2 months

I 600 lb. /2 months
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 52002 600 lb. /2 months 1000 lb. /2 months

I Closed
CHILIPEPPER (South)

RE.F OTROPE REG
45000 lb. /3 months 25000 lb. /2 months 18000 lb. / monthOriginal 64 FR 1316, Jan 8 1999

Revised 64 FR 54786, Oct 8 1999
C EPP R(South)

D-WATER TRAWL

45000 lb. /3 months 25000 lb. /2 months 5000 lb / month

25000 lb. / 2 monthsOriginal 65 FR 221, Jan 42000
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 25000 lb. / 2 months
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan11
2002 25000 lb. / 2 months Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 25000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 25000 lb. / 2 months

I Closed
HRJEPPER (South)

SMALL POOTROPE TR WL

7500 lb. / 2 monthsOriginal 65 FR 221, Jan 4 2000
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 7500 lb. / 2 months
Revised 66 FR 50581, Oct 52001 7500 lb. / 2 months

I 5000 lb. /2 months
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 7500 lb. I 2 months Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 72002 7500 lb. /2 months
Revised 67 FR 30604, May 72002 7500 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / 2 months
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 7500 lb. / 2 months 4000 lb. / 2 months

I Closed
HILIPEPPER (South)

LARGE FOOTRQPE TRAWL

Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002

5001b/trp not to exceed
SmFFt cumulative 2-month

limits any time of year Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 500 lb. / trip, not to exceed small footrope cumulative 2-month limits any time during the year

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002
500 lb. / trip, not to exceed sm footrope cumulative 2-month limits any time

during the year Closed
COWOO (South)
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4,2000 1 fish per landing
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 Retention is Prohibited
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
2002 Closed Not yet defined
Original 67 FR 10490, Mar 7 2002 Closed ©



SPECtES/GROUPS JANUARY F BRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER CIOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
MINOR NEARSHORE
ROCKRSH (North)
Original 65 FR 221, Jan 4,2000 200 lb. / month
Original 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 200 lb. / month
Emergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan11
002 300 lb. / month Not yet defined
evised 67 FR 10490, Mar 72001 300 lb. / month
evised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 300 lb. / month Closed
evised 67 FR 70018, Nov 202002 300 lb / month Closed

I 300 lb / month
NOR NEARSHORE

OCKPISH (South)

200 lb. / monthiginal 65 FR 221, Jan 42000
O ginal 66 FR 2338, Jan 1 2001 200 lb. / month

mergency Rule 67 FR 1540, Jan 11
002 300 lb.! month Not yet defined

Revised 67 FR 10490, Mar 72001 300 lb. / month
Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2002 300 lb. I month Closed
QtHER FISH (Coastwide)

Revised 67 FR 44778, July 5 2UU2 Not limited permitted ;osed
)T(ER FISH(North)

Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 Not limited
Grenadier retention

permitted Not limited, except . .. ry dogfish prohibited wilh LgFR gearOTHER FISH (South)

Revised 67 FR 62204, Oct 4, 2002 Not limited
Grenadier retention

permitted Closed, except grenadier rentention permitted.



*67 FR 44778, July 5 2002: As of July 1 2002

North of 400 10' Latitude: Large footrope gear prohibited.

South of 40° 10' Latitude: Trawling for groundfish closed except for DTS Complex, minor slope rockfish, and specified flatfish and

grenadier taken incidentally in those fisheries.

*67 FR 57973, Sept 13 2002

North of 40° 10' Latitude: All trawling with groundfish gear prohibited within the DBCA (Darkblotched Rockfish Conservation Area,

see original rule in the Federal Register for coordinates). All trawling prohibited shoreward of the DBCA during September. Small

footrope gear is required shoreward of the DBCA October December. Large footrope gear is permitted seaward of the DBCA

September December. Prohibition against trawling shoreward of the DBCA also applies to the "B" platoon fishing againstJuly

August limits.

*67 FR 62204, Oct 4 2002

North of 40° 10' Latitude: All trawling with groundfish gear prohibited within the DBCA. All trawling prohibited shoreward of the

DBCA during September. Small footrope gear is required shoreward of the DBCA October December. Large footrope gear is

permitted seaward of the DBCA September December.



Appendix C: Trawl Logbook Data Fields Obtained from Washington, Oregon, and California State Databases for
Analyses

Washington Logbook Data Fields:

Dummy VesseilD ARID up_time

Year townum duration

AGID latitude GRID

Return Date longitude PacFlNTargetSpp

PC1D LatLongType depthTypel

TripID set_time depth!

Data Fields Added for this Study:

RECORD an individual tracking number assigned to each logbook record in this study

Oregon Logbook Data Fields:

GEAR

DOCNUM

CREW

FUEL

TICKET

TRIPCAT

DEPARTPORT

DEPARTTIME

RETURNTIME

RETURNPORT

DEPARTDATE

RETURNDATE

NTOW

TOWDATE

DURATION

depthtype2

depth2

SPID

hpounds

Wa_apounds

SETTIME

UPTIME

CHANI

LORAN 1

LATITUDE -



CHAN2 DOVR_HAIL SHRF_HAIL CNRY_HAIL

LORAN2 REX_ADJ SLRF_ADJ BCAC_ADJ

LONGITUDE REX_HAIL SLRF_HAIL BCAC_HAIL

BLOCK STRY_ADJ SMRK_ADJ MRCK_ADJ

GISBLOCK STRY_HAIL SMRKHAIL MRCK_HAIL

STATEAREA BSOL_ADJ LGRK_ADJ THDS_ADJ

PMFCAREA BSOL_HAIL LGRK_HAIL THDS_HAIL

BOTDEPTH SDAB_ADJ POP_ADJ SSPNADJ
NETDEPTH S DAB_HAIL POP_HAIL SSPN_HAIL

NETTYPE SSOL_ADJ DBRK_ADJ LSPN_ADJ

TARGETSP SSOL_HAIL DBRK_HAIL LSPN_HAIL

ALLGF_ADJ CSOL_ADJ WDOW_ADJ PWHT_ADJ

ALLGFHAIL CSOL_HAIL WDOW_HAIL PWHT_HAIL

ALLFLTADJ ARTH_ADJ YTRK_ADJ PCOD_ADJ

ALLFLTHAIL ARTH_HAIL YTRK_HAIL PCODHAIL
EGLS_ADJ MFLT_ADJ SBLY_ADJ GRDR_ADJ

EGLS_HAIL MFLT_HAIL SBLY_FIAIL GRDR_HAIL

RSOL_ADJ ALLRK_ADJ BLCK_ADJ SABL_ADJ

RSOL_HAIL ALLRK_HAIL BLCK_HAIL SABL_HAIL

PTRL_ADJ NSRFADJ BLUR_ADJ GRNL_ADJ

PTRL_HAIL NSRFHAIL BLUR_HAIL GRNL_HAIL

DOVR_ADJ SHRF_ADJ CNRY_ADJ LCOD_ADJ



LCOD_HAIL SRKFMPADJ GSTG_HAIL USRM_ADJ

CBZN_ADJ SRKFMPHAIL SQID_ADJ USRM_HAIL

CBZN_HAIL SRKM_ADJ SQID_HAIL GROSS_ADJ

PMCK_ADJ SRKM_HAIL OCTP_ADJ GROSS_HAIL

PMCK_HAIL SKAT_ADJ OCTP_HA1L MOINDEX

JMCK_ADJ SKAT_HAIL MIS C_ADJ PDINDEX

JMCKHAIL WSTG_ADJ MISC_HAIL

DSRK_ADJ WSTG_HAIL USMN_ADJ

DSRK_HAIL GSTG_ADJ USMN_HAIL

Data Fields Added for this Study:

RECORD an individual tracking number assigned to each logbook record in this study

AGID State agency code

YEAR

California Logbook Data Fields:

vessel_id set_lat_degree up_long_degree target_strategy_cd

depart_date set_lat_minute up_long_minute species_pac

return_date set_long_degree tow_hours pounds

return_port_cd set_long_minute cdfg_origin converted_lbs

tow_date up_lat_degree ave_tow_depth

drag_no up_lat_minute net_type_cd



Data Fields Added for this Study:

RECORD an individual tracking number assigned to each logbook record in this study

AGID - State agency code

YEAR

U-
UI



Appendix D: Geographical Information Systems (GIS) Computer Software, Extensions, and Scripts Used in
Analyses

Main GIS Software Package:

Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). 2002. ArcGIS Desktop version 8.2. Redlands, California.

ESRI Extensions: ArcGIIS Spatial Analyst
ArcGIS Geostatistical Analyst

Additional Software Extensions:

Popov, I and M Chikinev. XTools for ArcMap version 3.0. TaigaGiS Company. Contains tools originally developed by Mike
DeLaune, Oregon Department of Forestry.

Tchoukanski, I. 2003. ET Geowizards version 8.6, full license capabilities. ET Geosoft, Pretoria, South Africa.

NOAA Coastal Services Center. 2003. Chart Viewer for ArcGIS 8. NOAA Coastal Services Center, Charleston, SC.

Additional Computer Code or Scripts:

Tchoukanski, I. 2003. Easy Calculate 4.6: expressions for the ArcGIS Field Calculator. ET Geosoft, Pretoria, South Africa.

Rathert, D. 2003. Points to Lines version 2: Visual Basic script downloaded from ESRI Support Center.




